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Part I 
 

General Life 
 

 

1 

 
 "It's just bird poo!" said Mrs Snodgrass. 

 "Must be a bird with serious tummy trouble," replied her husband. 

 "Well, maybe there were a few of them." 

 Mr Snodgrass agreed that could be it. But then he thought about it a bit more. 

A whole flock of birds? Big birds? Big, incontinent birds? Big, incontinent 

birds that practised formation pooing? Big, incontinent birds that practised 

formation pooing on his Prize Lawn? On Sundays? When he was out taking 

Mrs Snodgrass for the weekly visit to her mother? And sometimes on Tuesday 

evenings, while they were out at bridge club? 

 It seemed rather unlikely. 

 The whole thing was getting to him and that was getting to Mrs Snodgrass. 

He was moving away from her pooing birds theory back to his original 

preference — blame the neighbour's children. Not for pooing, of course, just 

for vandalising his lawn with a pot of white paint. Not only would he not put 

it past the Binkley kids to write rude words on his lawn with white paint but it 

wouldn't surprise him at all to find that they couldn't spell any. But why they 

should only leave scattered parts of the letters or rude drawings or whatever 

they did, was a weakness in his theory. He had to admit that.  

 He wanted to go upstairs and take a few high-angle photos of the whole 

lawn. Well, as he had such a large lawn, what he really wanted to do was go 

up in a balloon and take aerial photographs. He wanted to plot the patches onto 

a large sheet of paper and identify what sort of pattern they might make. But 

his wife would have called him obsessive and stupid if he tried taking pictures 

from the window of the spare bedroom. He didn't like to think what she might 

call him if he brought a hot-air balloon home! 

 But it was driving him potty. He was sure of it: those white patches 

reminded him of something. 
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 Just as youngsters the world over recognise Jerry Bentham or Juan 

Maradiño of Kirton City, England and Paraguay, in days gone by every 

schoolboy knew the names of Albert Grimble and Ernest Tinglebotham of 

Spayne Wanderers and England. There are still Nostalgic Granddads who 

recall the almost-glory year, when Spayne were second in the league and semi-

finalists in the FA Cup. But even in those more sporting days, first was what 

mattered most. Second was hardly any better than tenth, which itself was 

almost as bad as seventeenth.  

 Sport was always a fickle friend and often a pernickety pal at that. The 

Wanderers were deserted by form and fortune and finally by fans — all but 

the most diehard or those related to the team. As the seasons went by, they 

sank steadily down the divisions until they stopped troubling the results on the 

telly, in the national press and finally even the Spayne and Spigwell Advertiser. 

 By the time they were beaten five-two in a friendly by Spigwell Road Junior 

School, the only people aware that there was still a Spayne Wanderers Football 

Club were a handful of Nostalgic Granddads, the long-suffering grandsons 

they dragged along to games — and Mr Menzies McBogle, their even-longer-

suffering bank manager. 

 Mr McBogle was a Scotsman who preferred Rugby Union to Association 

Football. He also preferred red wine to beer, dogs to cats and soft French 

cheese to beefburgers. Most of all he preferred customers who had money to 

those who only had debts. 

 So he wasn't very fond of Spayne Wanderers. And not just because they 

didn't serve cheese and wines during the interval. 
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 "It's just bird poo!" said Reginald Molestrap. 

 At this there was an outbreak of General Hilarity in the public bar of the 

Sprout and Badger. Trying to compose his smirking features in a manner 

befitting the chair of an Important Meeting, Tommy Lowder rapped on the 

table with his pipe. 

 "Mrs Snodgrass said that?" 

 "That's right," replied Reg. "'It's just bird poo.' And Mr Snodgrass said it 

must've been a very poorly bird." 

 "Did you hear any more?" asked young Trev, when the laughter died away 

again. 

 "Oh aye. They can't see the footpath thanks to his ruddy hawthorn hedge so 

I hung about to listen. She said maybe it was a whole flock of birds and he 

agreed — but I think that was just to keep her quiet. He sounded very 

suspicious and she thinks he's going barmy." 

 "Neither of which is very surprising," said Pete Sweet. "But let's hope the 

bird idea throws him off the scent for now. As long as he doesn't go hiring a 

hot-air balloon and taking aerial snaps. If he starts playing 'join the dots' we 

could be in trouble." 

 "Flippin' heck, Pete," said Tommy. "You don't half get some daft ideas in 

that head of yours. Anyway, thanks for that information Mr Molestrap; it's a 

good job you were passing that way. I think we can all see the moral of the 

story too. More care in cleaning up in future — lots more. Maybe try using 

less of the stuff too. I know the nights are starting to draw in but it just means 

a bigger effort, that's all. Remember, the price of football is eternal vigilance." 

 "That's freedom, Mr Lowder, not football." 

 "Same thing, young Trev, same thing. And for being a pedantic smart-alec, 

I think we can safely say it's your round. Mine's a pint. Meeting adjourned, 

Gentlemen." 
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 The town now known as Spayne features in the Domesday Book of 1086 as 

a nondescript patch of farmland called Peigne's Stedde.  Nondescript it may 

have been but in those days its owner was an ambitious Anglo Saxon known 

as 'Pain' by all his neighbours. His family motto being 'Start at the bottom and 

then lick it', as soon as he heard of the Norman invasion, he changed the 

spelling to the more Frenchified Peigne. He then travelled to London and hung 

around the court, sucking up to the new rulers until they married him off to a 

distant and equally annoying cousin of King William. Thus he was able to 

return home as a right royal Peigne and thus did the lands of his fiefdom wax 

and prosper and all that sort of stuff. 

 Century followed uninteresting century and a pleasant English Country 

Village grew up around the duckpond, the parish church of St Rantipole and 

the Peigne's Arms Tavern and Coaching Inn. Feudalism and Frenchness fell 

out of fashion, the Lords of the Manor became the Local Squires and changed 

the spelling of their name back to Pain. Then to Payne, to avoid the obvious 

jokes. And then moved abroad when the Illiterate Yokels failed to notice the 

difference. 

 In the meantime, a civil servant, undertaking another census, asked one of 

the Illiterate Yokels for the name of the place but was confused by the 

incomprehensible accent of inebriation. "'S Pain ye'sh'd ask." "Spane, is it? 

How do you spell that?" "Eh? Why?" "Ah, Spayne. Thank you, Sir." 

 Then one day an Industrial Revolution appeared, followed closely by a 

Canal and a Railway Line. As the once distant town of Wyberton became an 

ever-nearer metropolis and more children refused to eat their greens, the old 

sprout fields to the South of the village now sprouted housing estates for the 

better-paid employees of the soap factories and flannel mills that kept an 

Empire clean behind the ears. To the North, newly rich merchants and estate 

agents built spacious Mock-Tudor Mansionettes with Prize Lawns and 

hawthorn hedges, while to the East the old hamlet of Spigwell grew in similar 

fashion. Once half a day's walk across muddy fields, it was now separated 

from its neighbour only by Nogget's Burn, a smelly, grey-green stream that 

joined the not-so-mighty River Wibble underground in what Wyberton 

grandiosely called its 'West End'. 
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 The Twentieth Century saw a final growth spurt with the building of the 

Broxville council estate — and the Badger Hill football ground, the long-

awaited permanent home for the Wanderers. Now the badgers were long gone 

but, thanks to the black and white strip of the team, the name lived on. The 

wealthier burghers to the North provided the board and the investment, while 

the workers to the South provided the spectators and the profits — and ate the 

burgers. Spayne had matured, if that is the word, into a typically mixed British 

Suburb. Two communities, united by a common disdain and resentment, but 

each dependent on the other. 

 But then came the decline of the once-loved team. As the Wanderers' star 

sank, Wyberton Town's rose. The city team had more money, more money 

meant better players, better players meant a bigger stadium. They might never 

have made it to the very top, or even tasted as much glory as the Nostalgic 

Granddads of Spayne had known, but they had a Firmer Financial Footing. 

And fans. Eventually, even the non-nostalgic supporters of Spayne deserted 

the Badgers, to climb aboard the 47 bus or the football specials (The Train 

from Spayne has Footie on the Brain!) and watch the Flannelers instead. 

 And, just as the kids from the Broxville Estate no longer aspired to play in 

black and white, the Money Men from the Mock Tudor Mansionettes went the 

same way, no longer so generous in their support for a failing team. Eventually 

the Badger Hill Ground itself was sold off and became the Badger Hill 

Bathroom Emporium and the No Spayne, No Gayne fitness and tanning centre. 

The once proud team had become such an embarrassment, not to mention 

owing all that cash to Mr McBogle's bank, they couldn't find anywhere to play 

their home games. Attempts to book even a pitch in the local parks were met 

with mumbled excuses about special needs teams or donkey grazing rights. 

 

 In the earliest days of organised football, Spayne Wanderers got their name 

because, having no ground of their own, they played on any park or patch of 

ground available. And now, in the early years of the Twentyfirst Century, that 

name had once more become painfully appropriate. 
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 "It's just bird poo!" said Mr Snodgrass. 

 "Are you sure?" 

 "Well, that's the opinion of my good lady wife." 

 Mr Jardine stared uneasily out the window of Nibble by the Wibble, 

Wyberton's premier riverside dining experience. 

 "But you still think it's vandals, trying to draw or write on your Prize Lawn, 

don't you? You don't think it's aliens, trying to give you a message?" 

 "Oh don't be facetious, Jeremy. It's more likely the Binkley brats trying to 

draw a rude picture. I'm sure there's some sort of pattern — lines, circles, 

something. Can't work out why they'd only do bits of it though." 

 "Maybe they do it and then try to clean up afterwards — you do get a very 

polite class of vandal in North Spayne — maybe you should hire one of those 

hot air balloon thingies and take some aerial photos — work out what it might 

be." 

 Mr Snodgrass looked up from his goat's cheese bruschetta: "Don't think I 

haven't considered … You're joking, aren't you? The wife thinks I'm going 

mad and you're taking the mickey." 

 But damaging a man's Prize Lawn is no joke, even Jeremy Jardine could see 

that, and he lived in a Luxury Apartment in Wyberton's Teeming Financial 

District. Part of that luxury, for him at least, was not having to maintain a 

garden. But he put just as much effort into cultivating clients for his financial 

consultancy business, not to mention a string of attractive mistresses, and he 

could imagine how irritating it would be if he found any of these regularly 

spattered with white paint, let alone avian waste. 

 "Yes, I'm sorry, Snodgrass," he said sympathetically. "Tell you what: next 

time I'm round your way, what say I pop round for a dram of your best single 

malt and take a look see? See if I can't discern this elusive pattern of yours?" 

 "Very nice of you, old chap. Only I've cleaned it up, haven't I?" 

 Mr Jardine tried to look disappointed. But then his face brightened with 

equally false enthusiasm. "But from what you tell me, it's only a matter of time 

before they reappear. When that happens, you let me know. I'm getting 

intrigued myself, now." 

 And he almost meant it. 
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 "We're playing who?" 

 "Whom." 

 "Shut up, young Trev. We're bloody playing whom?!" 

 Reg Molestrap's question, in either form, seemed to increase Pete Sweet's 

agitation. 

 "Er … Llandally Valley." 

 "Where the heck's that? Sounds Welsh." 

 "Er … yes … yes, it is. It's in the … er … Rhondda Valley, somewhere — 

it's an away match," he added brightly, as if that made things better. 

 "But that's thousands of miles away — overseas and that!" said Bobby 

Deller, the striker, demonstrating his grasp of all things geographical. 

 "All right, Pete, what's going on?" Once again Tommy Lowder was using 

his pipe and gravitas to restore order. "You been logging on to 

footiespace.com again?" 

 "No, no, it's a … er … oh dear … a … er … preliminary round, sort of 

thing." 

 "Preliminary to what?" chipped in Don Simonson. "We only play friendlies. 

You can't have a preliminary round friendly!" 

 "No, this one's not a friendly, actually, it's more the … er … the … FA Cup." 

 It took a while for the bar to calm down, what with mopping up the sprayed 

beer and administering the Heimlich manœuvre to some of the older members. 

Nonetheless, the incredulous chorus repeating, "The F A Cup!!??" was 

remarkably well synchronized. 

 As this left Pete Sweet with the expression of a rabbit not just caught in the 

headlights but also skewered on the roasting spit, Mr Lowder held up his 

Order-restoring Pipe and asked the obvious question as calmly as he could in 

the circumstances. 

 "Right Pete. I'm now going to ask the question which I believe is the obvious 

one at this time. I'm going to ask it as calmly as I can in the circumstances and 

try to avoid the use of a raised voice or obscene expletives, though Heaven 

knows, this will not be easy — How on earth have we, the depleted remnants 

of Spayne Wanderers Football Club, forced to play all our home matches in 

the more secluded back gardens of unsuspecting local folk, and with less than 

a penny to our collective name — how, I repeat, do we come to be drawn in 

the premier knock-out competition in English Association Football — and 

against a team from Wales?" 

 It will be fairer to the reader if we refrain from trying to represent all the 

stammerings and stutterings, the ums and ers, which characterized Pete 

Sweet's reply. The following summary will take up far less time and paper. 
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 Spayne Wanderers FC, depleted remnant or not, was still registered with the 

Football Association, having never got round to cancelling such registration. 

Probably due to some oversight, the FA Cup entry form, of late a computerised, 

tick-and-sign affair, has been sent religiously once a year and, just as 

religiously, binned. This year it was just possible that Pete Sweet, in his 

capacity as club secretary, lapsed in said religious observance and accidentally 

ticked and signed and even returned said form, while working absent-

mindedly through a pile of neglected paperwork. That or the computers at 

Soho Square had a glitch of their own and entered them anyway. Whatever 

the exact cause, the notification had just arrived to the effect that Spayne 

Wanderers were to play in the 1st Qualifying Round of the Football 

Association Challenge Cup against Llandally Valley of Wales, on or about 

September 12th, the winning side to receive £3,000 prize money and entry into 

the draw for the 2nd Qualifying Round. 

 After yet another stunned silence, a number of objections and queries were 

raised. 

 Q: How could a club without an approved ground be entered, registered or 

even eligible? 

 A: Well, maybe the FA Records were out of date. Anyway, weren't the 

legendary Wanderers the first ever winners of the competition? They had no 

permanent ground. Perhaps the rules still permit such things? 

 Q: Weren't matches meant to be drawn on a regional basis in preliminary 

rounds? 

 A: No, Pete didn't think so. All the balls go into one bag, as he put it. 

Anyway, perhaps their opponents were also a homeless team — no, forget that 

— the match was to be played at the Delmorgan Stadium, Llandally 

 Q: Didn't Welsh clubs have their own competition? 

 A: Good question: yes they do but some Welsh teams have always played 

in the English one. Cardiff had been in three finals. No doubt some smaller 

teams entered too. 

 The main question though was, what sort of idiot was Pete Sweet and what 

kind of death would not be too good for him? Yes, that does make two 

questions, technically, but they had to be considered in conjunction. 

 "It's simple enough, concluded Mr Lowder. "We just send a note to the FA 

and another to Sally-Ann Valley or whatever they're called (shut up, young 

Trev), to say there's been a mistake and we're very sorry but we can't play the 

game. The Welsh lads'll get a walkover and the Prize Money and go straight 

to the next round and that'll be an end of it. 

 And it would have been, had not Terry Perry, self-deluding midfield 

maestro and cable tv installer extraordinaire, piped up with one of those 

questions that seem so innocuous at the time. 

 "Well, it is an away game — and a chance of three grand — why can't we 

play it anyway?"  
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 "It's just bird poo!" laughed Cherie Williams. 

 "What do you mean, just? This coat's brand new." 

 "And it's lucky — bird poo." 

 "What's lucky about getting your coat ruined?" 

 "I dunno. It's just what they say." 

 "Well 'they' can bloody pay to have it dry-cleaned!  What's Jeremy going to 

say?  He's always so well turned out and it must've cost him …" 

 "Ooh, Jeremy now, is it?" 

 Terri Williams' blush was but a brief one. 

 "Mister Jardine prefers an informal working atmosphere. His door is always 

open," she added with mock formality. 

 "The door to his bedroom, you mean." 

 "Cheeky bitch!  Anyway, you can talk, you WAG." 

 "Better a WAG than a slag," said Cherie. "At least there isn't a poor Mrs 

Deller, sitting at home all unsuspecting the 'extra services' Bobby expects from 

his Personal Assistant." 

 "La-dee-dah! Do hod carriers have PAs these days then?  And what about 

Bob the Builder's little secret?" 

 It might have sounded rancorous to the casual eavesdropper but the banter 

between the two sisters was no more than that, free from real malice, like many 

a sibling rivalry. Light-hearted sarcasm, stopping well short of actual physical 

violence, most of the time. As secrets go, Terri's clandestine affair with a 

successful, married businessman and notorious Lothario, was maybe the more 

sensitive and harder to defend, by some ethical standards. But it was also 

rather more mundane than her sister's.  Cherie's relationship with Bobby Deller 

was after all a perfectly normal one for the Twenty-first Century — physical, 

certainly; romantic, occasionally; unbalanced as regards commitment, of 

course.  What marked it out as unusual was her being sworn to tell no one that 

he kept goal for an all-but forgotten football team, especially within earshot 

of anybody who might own a large, isolated back lawn. What marked it out as 

even more unusual was that Cherie had pretty much kept her word and kept 

her big gob shut.  She had mentioned it to her sister, however, and Terri, 

despite crossing her heart and hoping to go up a dress size, had not been quite 

so tight-lipped. Fortunately, though their staff might gossip in their teabreaks 

or nailbars, most men who own large, isolated back lawns or even small 

successful businesses, have no interest in their minions' sisters' boyfriends' 

hobbies and so pay no attention to such mindless chatter. 

 More fool them. 
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 As Mrs Jardine did indeed seem to inhabit a blissful bubble as regarded her 

husband's little peccadillos, both secrets seemed equally safe. Thus each girl 

could roundly mock the other, safe in the knowledge that she'd do pretty much 

the same thing, were the situations reversed. 

 "Come here," said Cherie, producing a wad of tissues from her handbag. 

 "Don't spread it everywhere. Be careful!" 

 "I am being, don't worry. That's the worst of it, anyway. Should we see if 

there's something at the chemists to clean it before the stain sets in?" 

 "Don't have time," groaned Terri. "It'll have to do. There's this new client 

coming in today called Canova or Cordwainer or something like that. She 

sounds pretty high-powered." 

 "She? You'll have competition, then?  For Jeremy's attentions?" 

 "You know it's not like that. Anyway, I'm not possesive about him like you 

and Bobby boy." 

 "You can't afford to be." 

 Cherie was right about that.  Whatever Jeremy Jardine had — charisma, 

looks or just oodles of dosh — it didn't necessitate any of the usual bullshit 

about wives not understanding, eyes only for you or friends in Hollywood to 

get him into Pantyland. Any of his lady friends who saw it in terms of 

competition would have to worry about every woman who came within a five 

mile radius.  And if she let on that she saw it that way, the affair would be at 

an end, tout de suite, along with all the little perks and presents that meant so 

much. 

 Well, whatever he had, he had it in spades.  And, having it, could be excused 

for feeling smug and telling himself that he had just about everything a man 

could want and not a worry in the world.  Feel free to pause to admire, envy, 

despise or hate him, dear reader, before proceeding to the second half of the 

chapter and back into the world of amateur soccer. 
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 There is something in the human spirit that thrives in adversity. Well, 

perhaps not in all humans. The adversity of a few white patches on his lawn 

could reduce Mr Snodgrass to a gibbering wreck — which is not what most 

people would describe as 'thriving'. 

 But it was this backs-against-the-wall spirit which ensured that Spayne 

Wanderers, reduced to playing in back gardens though they were, had not been 

reduced to a fading memory in the minds of a few Nostalgic Grandads. It was 

this tenacity which meant they still found ways to play and teams to play 

against. Above all it was this rank stupidity which led to them all piling into 

what full-back Arthur Blunder proudly described as one of his fleet of luxury 

coach (it's much less fuss by Blunder Bus!) and heading for the Valleys of 

South Wales, a bit less than a thousand miles away and with only the Severn 

Estuary to cross.  Spayne Wanderers: the tenacious and determined team that 

refused to die. 

 They were tenacious and determined rubbish, of course, but some would 

say it was also inspired rubbish. They could move a football around with the 

devil-may-care abandon that only comes with the absence of hope and with 

all the accuracy that comes with the absence of talent.  

 Their long-suffering loved ones kept the secret as they themselves kept the 

faith: adequately. They yawned, they shrugged, they told themselves it could 

be worse and that it kept the guys off the streets, off the bottle and out of their 

hair on shopping days. 

 And nobody expected a day out in Wales to be anything more than a boozy 

coach trip, a bit of a laugh and a humiliating defeat. 

 Two out of three, as they say, ain't bad. But that can depend on which one 

you get wrong. 
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 "It's just bird poo! Did you hear him? It's just bird poo!" 

 "Aye, we all heard him, young Trev. That's why we were laughing so much. 

And that's why we had such a frosty send off." 

 "Oh, I thought the Taffs were just poor losers." 

 "No, lad, they thought we were poor winners," said Tommy Lowder. "They 

thought we were gloating at their birdshit-based misfortune." 

 Obviously, when a passing bird craps in the eye of your opponent's 

goalkeeper, especially when said goalie is looking up to gather a mis-hit back-

pass, even more especially when this causes said mis-hit back-pass to float 

clear over his head and into the open mouth of his goal, the sporting thing to 

do would be to commiserate with his team on their beastly bad luck, while 

moderating displays of glee at your own side's undeserved good fortune.  This 

is even more true when the event in question leads to the one late goal in a 

scrappy match, one in which neither team had seemed in much danger of 

moving the ball far from the centre spot, let alone scoring. 

  

 So their hasty retreat from the sleepy town of Llandally had not been 

prompted solely by the need to get the coach back to Blunder's yard in time to 

get it clean for the following day's outing to Winchester of the Wyberton 

Wittering Women's Guild. It was not just the fact that Arthur couldn't drink 

and drive, that induced them to forego the invidiously well-equipped 

hospitality facilities offered by Delmorgan Stadium, the pride of Llandally's 

post-mining, electronics industry regeneration project. It wasn't even Pete 

Sweet's need to put up his leg after sustaining an injury by tripping over his 

own bootlaces as they left the field of play. No. It was the grudging and bone-

crushing handshakes of their hapless opponents at full time. It was a muttered 

comment from the ref that they'd "maybe be best advised to make yourselves 

scarce, lads". And above all, it was the frosty stares of the handful of 

traditional Welsh semi-skilled electronics industry workers and their Hopeful 

Grandsons — and the chorus of boos and cries of 'bloody Saesneg ponces!' 

with which they bracketed their gales of laughter at Pete's misfortune. 

 

 Nonetheless, by the time the bus reached Chepstow any feelings of unease 

had given way to delight at the unanticipated result. Six packs of the only kind 

these sporting heroes knew were opened: veritable six packs of six packs of 

six packs. With no deference to their driver's enforced abstinence or concern 

for his coach's upholstery, they caroused and sang far louder and far more 

discordantly than all the tenors in Dowlais, ever. 
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 Bird of 'eaven, bird of 'eaven — 

 Poo, so we can score a goal 

  (score a gooooal) 

 Poo, so we-ee ca-an score a goal! 

 

 Elation can fade as rapidly as it can erupt. 

 "We may have a problem here, lads," said Don Simonson, whose sturdy 

midfield play had, for most of the game, prevented the ball coming anywhere 

near their goal area — or the opponents' goal area, for that matter. 

 Nobody took any notice. With a timing reminiscent of that he displayed on 

the pitch, his quiet comment had coincided with a sudden burst of 'song'. 

 

 Can't see where the ball is going 

  All through the shite! 

 Got no bloody way of knowing 

  All through the shite! 

 

 At his second attempt, as the General Hilarity died down, he managed to 

make himself heard. And, without anyone asking for clarification, a Grim 

Silence descended, as each man turned over, in his booze-addled brain, his 

own version of what might be less than well with the world of Spayne 

Wanderers FC. And then, one by one, in that changed atmosphere, they gave 

voice to these grave concerns. 

 "You mean, we might have a problem here."    

 "Shut up, Young Trev!" 

 "Shit. It'll be in the papers!" 

 "Don't be daft, Reg. Nobody reports on the preliminaries. Anyway, the 

Advertiser doesn't even know about it and no one back home takes the ruddy 

Llandally Clarion." 

 "What about the state of my coach?" 

 "Relax man, we'll help you clean it in the morning." 

 "What'll we spend the prize money on?" 

 "More beer!" 

 "What about my bleeding leg?" 

 "It's only a scratch, you big girlie!" 

 With frantic gestures, Don Simonson finally managed to get their attention 

long enough to amplify his original comment. 

 "What about the bleeding next round?" 
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 "Miss Cadaver for you, sir." 

 Terri Williams, complete with her least sincere smile, ushered a tall, 

efficiently-blonde businesswoman into Jeremy Jardine's inner sanctum. 

 "That's Cordover, my dear, said the visitor. The stress is on the 'Cor'." 

 "Absolutely," agreed Jardine. "Terri, can you get Ms Cordover … er … tea? 

Coffee?" 

 "Coffee, thanks. White. No sweetener." 

 "I had noticed," muttered Terri, under her breath. Out loud she merely said, 

"One more for you, Mister Jardine?" 

 

 In truth, Wyberton's aforementioned Teeming Financial District consisted 

of little more than the junction of Delfield Road and Saundergate, where three 

of Britain's High Street Banks had branches, along with the Bradley and 

Bingford Building Society and, for reasons lost in the mists of time and the 

history of migrant flannel workers, the People's Bank of Cumbeslobodia. 

Apart from that, three solicitors, two accountants and the offices of Jardine 

Financial Services Ltd constituted the nearest thing that Wyberton could boast 

to a Throbbing Commercial Heart. Which was just how Jeremy Jardine liked 

it. After all, it's easier to be an alpha male when the letters only go up to epsilon. 

Less effort, same perks. 

 It was not how a consortium of Wyberton's small businesses and big 

burghers liked it. They wanted Wyberton to be a Hive of Post-industrial 

Activity, an Economic Powerhouse and a Major Financial Centre to rival 

Singapore. They wanted Wyberton putting on the map. They had hired Sarah 

Cordover's High Powered PR Consultancy to do the necessary cartography. 

 So it was not how Sarah Cordover liked it. She was being paid very well not 

to like it. And even more to change it. 
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 "So, the way I understand it, the idea is that with your expertise and our 

local knowledge, we're to make the Wyberton, Spayne and Spigwell 

conurbation a major force in World economics; is that it?" 

 "Let's not try to go too far too soon, Mr Jardine. In the foreseeable future, 

we're not likely to replace Easter Island as a Major Financial Centre, much 

less Singapore. Especially as Easter Island is slightly easier to get to from 

London." 

 "Ah; you came by road then." 

 "Well, having failed to find a railway timetable which actually featured any 

trains …" 

 "Yes, I can see that communication could be our first problem." 

 "One of the first ones, certainly." 

 Jeremy Jardine sat back in his chair feeling a bit less like an endangered 

species. 

 "So, Ms Cordover, how do we begin?"  

 "Perhaps by being a bit less formal? Where I come from, we recently had 

something called the Twentieth Century. Do call me Sarah. May I call you 

Jeremy?" 

 "Oh, please do. Feel free." 

 

 "Coffee," announced Terri Williams, reappearing with a tray. "White, no 

sugar for Ms Cordover. And yours Mr Jardine. Just the way you like it." 

 "Thank you, Terri. If you could see we're not disturbed for the next hour. 

No calls or anything." 

 "Not even from Mrs Jardine?" 

 "No. " 

 "Well," he added, after a moment's thought, "not unless she's been 

kidnapped by illiterate Basque separatists." 

 "Again?" 

 "Again?  Is that a common occurrence in these parts?" 

 "Not really," Jardine assured his guest. "Just a little office joke." 

 Which may not have been the absolute truth but was the wisest thing to say 

in the circumstances. 

 Terri nodded at her employer, smiled at his guest and left the office, to 

attend to the thousand and one little things. 

 

 

*  *  * 
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 "Right … Sarah … what's our first step?" 

 "Sprouts, Flannels and Ignorance." 

 Jardine repeated the strange trinity, adding a question mark. This allowed 

Sarah Cordover, emphasis on the Cor, to refer to her Clipboard of Competency 

and use her Manner of Fact. 

 "Our first step was research. And research across the UK, even in your 

neighbouring counties, shows a remarkable consistency. When asked what 

Wyberton meant to them, nine point four percent of respondents replied 

Brussels Sprouts, fifteen point three percent said Flannels, and twenty-four 

point six percent said they couldn't recall ever hearing of a place called 

Wyberton." 

 "That leaves another fifty point seven percent, unless my maths 'A' Level 

needs to go back." 

 "Fifty point seven indeed. Impressive. Well, they gave a pretty similar 

response to the second largest group except what they actually said was, 

Wyberton? Where the fuck's that? As I said, remarkably consistent results." 

 Jardine tried to knit his brow. 

 "Not looking good then?" 

 "Normally in this process," continued Cordover, "we look for some existing 

strengths and try to build on them. I get the feeling this might be difficult here. 

How would you characterise the area, in the broadest sense, Culturally?" 

 "In the broadest sense, a little below a pot of stale yogurt." 

 They say the old ones are the best ones, a sentiment apparently lost on Sarah 

Cordover. Her smile was not encouraging. Jardine did his best to retrieve his 

dignity and the town's reputation. He tried to inject a note of pride when 

describing the Birchwode Arts Centre, named for a son of Spigwell, who 

walked to London to make his name as an actor and playwright in 

Shakespeare's own company, the King's Men.  

 But Jardine's guest had done her homework. She knew that the Capital had 

been unimpressed by his acting talents — Lyke unto the wode whose name he 

beareth — and sent him packing. She also knew that Modern Scholarship had 

shown that those plays with which Septimus Birchwode had subsequently 

made his name in Northern Shires had since been proved to be the work of 

Beaumont and Fletcher, with the titles and cast names judiciously tweaked. 

Not that Modern Scholarship had a task worthy of Miss Marple. The Prince 

of the Shining Mortar wasn't that hard to recognise as The Knight of the 

Burning Pestle. 
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 This would have been but a minor problem, had the Birchwode Centre of 

today been in the habit of producing cutting edge drama or drawing the Big 

Names of Stage, Screen and Celebrity Shows, but even the Pantomimes 

struggled to attract late night presenters from the shopping channels into their 

casts. Or anyone at all into their audiences. 

 

 "Gobshites," said Jeremy. 

 "Yes. The less said about them the better, I think, said Sarah. We want to 

attract business, not repel it, don't we?" 

 Whether the Gobshites Theatre Group could ever claim to be cutting edge 

was open to debate. A loose collective of ageing punks, they were 'inspired' 

by the likes of Godber and Cartwright back in the Eighties, since when they 

had been less of a Jewel in Wyberton's Cultural Crown than a Stubborn Turd 

on its Shoe, resisting all efforts to scrape it off on some grass. Even their claim 

to be Lottery Funded would be more impressive if more than three of Sid 

Gobbett's six weekly numbers had ever come up at once. 

 

 "I don't suppose the music scene is any more hopeful? Or the visual arts?" 

 They weren't. 

 

*  *  * 

 

 A bit on the side cannot afford to be jealous.. One of Jeremy Jardine's bits 

on the side, doubly so. Jealousy is pointless and counterproductive; Jeremy 

jealousy, even worse. Jeremy jealousy could kill the goose and smash the 

golden eggs, not to mention starving the fatted calf, derailing the gravy train 

and beating a thousand other metaphors into quivering submission. Futile at 

the best of times, and even then surprisingly rare. 

 A bit on the side knows where she stands. One of Jeremy's bits on the side 

was standing by the door to his office, right next to the Designer Coatstand. 

No wonder the boss was so struck by his new associate. Blonde, leggy, 

successful and a total cow. She filled out her expensive coat less than the 

Designer Coatstand did. Why, she even shared his taste in clothes. Teri 

Williams recognised the garment hanging limply by her side. The one she was 

slashing to ribbons with daggers of the mind. Identical to the one he'd bought 

for her not a week ago. The one she'd let a bird crap on at lunchtime.  

 Same size too. No wonder it looked so loose on the skinny bitch … 

 

*  *  * 
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 "Anyone from the area famous for anything other than plagiarism? Any 

sporting heroes we might have missed?" 

 Sarah Cordover did not sound hopeful. 

 "You don't sound hopeful," Jeremy Jardine observed. "My father used to go 

on about some soccer stars called Dribble and Bumblebottom or some such. 

Played for Spayne and England." 

 "Spain and England? Now that's interesting. How did …" 

 "No, not the country, Spayne the village. With a 'y'. They once had quite a 

successful team apparently. Forgotten now. Can't say Wyberton Town are that 

much use to us, and they do still exist. They struggle into the Championship 

every so often but usually leave after a season at the bottom. Not that I'm a 

soccer man myself. Rugger, Formula One, that sort of thing — you know, the 

more glamorous stuff that you don't get round here." 

 "I don't know. It's hard to get more glamorous in the general public's eye 

than a Beckham or even a Rooney. Back in that Century I mentioned, the 

concept of glamour shifted somewhat to include a wider social range." 

 "Fair point. But we're not all country bumpkins you know. Cable television, 

fine dining and even Anne Summers have made it this far out of London, 

despite the communication problems. You might be surprised what some of 

us have to offer." 

 "We'll just have to see, won't we … Jeremy." 

 Be that as it may, in the unconnected world of Wyberton, Spayne and 

Spigwell, Jardine and Cordover were each forced to agree they had precious 

little to go on. 

 "No problems, only challenges and every challenge an opportunity in 

disguise," concluded an annoyingly upbeat Cordover, with the emphasis still 

firmly on the Cor.  

 "This area is a blank slate. We can write what we like on it, unhampered by 

anything as mundane as the truth. I'll be in touch and we'll arrange another 

meeting when our team has done a bit more work. Thank you for now, Jeremy. 

Good coffee, by the way. Shows the place is not completely hopeless." 

 

*  *  * 
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 "Could you get Ms Cordover's coat, Terri?" 

 "Certainly Mr Jardine. I believe this is it." 

 The way Sarah Cordover measured Terri Williams with her eyes reminded 

Jardine's PA of a sci-fi android. In blatant disregard of the absurdity of having 

a machine converting its data into a visual display, Terri could see the green 

text as plainly as the Corminator. COAT, EXPENSIVE; FEMALE, CHAV: NO 

MATCH. 

 Then a quick zoom to one shoulder of the garment. A circle appears round 

a suspicious stain and flashes. A stored image of the same section of coat is 

retrieved to confirm NEW MARKING: INVESTIGATE. 

 "Er … what's this? This coat was clean on today." 

 "Well, you might have got it on the way in, Miss. We do get a lot of pigeons 

nesting in the rooftops round here. I wouldn't worry. It's just bird poo." 
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Part II 

 

Distant Dances 
 
 
6 

 
 "We're on our way?" 

 "That's right. Wyberton: We're on our way!" 

 After a Moment's Thought there was a murmur of approval regarding the 

slogan of the Grand Plan for putting Wyberton, Spayne and Spigwell on the 

proverbial map. 

 Sarah Cordover smiled her self-satisfied smile and jabbed at a key to begin 

her Portentous Power-Point Presentation (other equally annoying software 

products are available).   

 On the screen an image materialised: a street scene bathed in mellow 

sunlight, in which glistened the magnificent mock-Georgian façades of well-

stocked and busy upmarket shopping emporia. Beautiful, fashionable young 

people thronged the streets, their bags bearing the names of high-end shops 

and famous designers. Others sat chatting happily or reading books at the on-

street tables of well-known café chains. The picture was one of opulence — 

and almost but not quite familiar to the Leading Burghers clustered round her 

laptop. While Cordover edged uneasily in her seat to make sure they could all 

see, she wondered how they hoped to achieve anything when they couldn't 

find some sort of projection facility — or, in some cases, a shower. 

 "That's not Wyberton, is it?" asked one Leading Burgher. 

 Right on cue, the words THIS ISN'T WYBERTON materialised over the scene. 

To an accompaniment of murmurs of Ah no, it isn't, the picture dissolved into 

one of a run-down street, with tired shop displays, wind-blown litter, 

disaffected youths and weary shoppers of a certain age. And the stark yellow 

legend: THIS IS! 

 And then, after enough time for the reality to sink in but not enough for it 

to fester, the tiny speakers of the laptop did their level best to convey the 

message that The only way is up. 

 Baby! 
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 A cleverly, not to say heavily photoshopped image faded in. On the close 

inspection demanded by the 13inch screen, it proved to be an amalgamation 

of the previous two, showing the junction of Delfield Road and Saundergate 

transmuted to a gem of vernacular pastiche architecture, its lacklustre denizens 

now replete with wealthy lustre, the shoppers festooned with big name 

baggage and the hoodies, sharp-suited go-getters doing deals on their own 

mobile phones.  

 THIS IS WHAT WYBERTON COULD BE proclaimed the new text. 

 And, with a quick dissolve: 

 WHAT WYBERTON WILL BE! 

 The imaginary camera zoomed backwards and upwards, revealing an aerial 

view that rapidly took in all of Wyberton, Spayne and Spigwell, and soon the 

whole countryside around. But the old, isolated community was now plainly 

a glorious and growing conurbation with a green and pleasant hinterland — a 

hinterland laced with new motorways, rail links and even a multi-runway 

airport, complete with protesters: plainly a Thriving Hub, a major feature on 

the map of England, where it might once have been mistaken for an 

unfortunate stain left by a jam tart that had rested briefly on an uninteresting 

corner. All of which lent credence by the barrelful to the now-glowing caption. 

 

 WYBERTON — WE'RE ON OUR WAY! 

 

 "Yes, Gentlemen; and, dare I say, despite the fact that you are all 

gentlemen …" 

 Cordover's dramatic pause was filled with uneasy laughter and shuffling, as 

the Burghers tried to decide what this meant. Some concluded that they were 

being warned that their old-fashioned adherence to gallant and honest dealings 

(the more modern phrase, 'yeah, right,' might be appropriate here), would hold 

them back in the thrusting world of Twenty-first Century international 

commerce. Others correctly understood it as a reference to their exclusive 

masculinity. Blissfully unaware of any confusion, their mentor continued … 

 "Wyberton is on it's way, because, as the song says, the only way left to us 

is indeed 'up'." 

 Most of the LBs of Wyberton and district were totally unaware of the back 

catalogue of Ms Yazz. Suspecting this, Sarah Cordover was not going to risk 

the additional reference to Things only being able to Get Better, by the outfit 

she called C:Rap. Even if they were aware of it, there were still True Blues 

who associated that song with the Great Socialist Coup of 1979 — just as 

pinker groups saw it as the theme of the great sell-out of the Working Class. 

You have to know your audience. 
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 But she knew that her audience was not completely stupid. Their dreams 

might be absurd, but their illusions as to the size of the mountain before them 

were few.  

 "Yes, the Wyberton conurbation is small; yes, it's isolated, and yes, it has 

been weakened, even more than most, by successive recessions," she 

continued. "But in that very weakness lies your strength." 

 A wave of approving grunts and grumbles passed through the room — 

followed by the expected trough of reflective incomprehension. 

 The intention had never been to fob them off with a platitudinous paradox. 

Without waiting for a baffled burgher to formulate a question, Cordover went 

into glad-you-asked-me-that mode and jabbed once more at her touchpad. 

 The screen went completely white. 

 The more cynical members of her audience tutted knowingly. Bloody 

technology, eh? What's wrong with a good old flipboard or even a blackboard 

and some chalk? 

 Sarah Cordover looked down intently at her equipment, as if wondering 

what was wrong. But this was partly to add to the sense of drama and partly 

to hide her amusement. As a few patches of colour and sections of line began 

to fade into view, she finally looked up, her expression now a less natural one 

of shared triumphalism. 

 "You see, Gentlemen, a town like Wyberton has nothing obvious going for 

it; nothing by way of the bubble reputation, nothing, in fact, to live up to. In a 

world of pre-fabricated images and rehashed clichés, Wyberton, Spayne and 

Spigwell are that rare phenomenon, a tabula rasa — a blank slate? And on a 

blank slate, you can write whatever you like!" 

 By now the image on the screen was recognisable as that mocked up image, 

the Wyberton of the Future. If nothing else, their saviour's ability to weave an 

impressive structure from the flimsiest of materials gave them hope. 

 "So. On this blank canvas, if I may mix my metaphors a little, you can now 

decide exactly what you wish to build, what images you want to present to a 

hungry, waiting world. Because the one thing you do have is a ready supply 

of materials. You have land which is underused, you have buildings and 

facilities which are underutilised and, most of all, you have a population of 

underemployed, undernourished and under-fulfilled Wybertonians. Yes, your 

main resource — hungry for stimulation, for jobs, for prosperity — is your 

people!" 

 This did not have the desired effect on the Good Burghers of Wyberton. At 

the thought of their glorious future being dependent on the industrious and 

eager nature of the General Populace, the room descended into a depressed 

silence. 
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 Very different, but equally undesired, was the effect of her Stirring Speech 

on Jeremy Jardine, who stared at her in rapt admiration, as he adjusted his own 

laptop to hide his throbbing erection. He just had to get into this woman's 

knickers, and ASAP. 
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We're on our way 

Down to Widemouth Bay 

Where we're gonna play 

Oo-ar oo-ar-ay! 

 

 "We're not going down. We're going South. And very West." 

 "Shut up, Young Trev." 

 "What're they called again?" 

 "How many bleedin' times, Bobby? It's Sowsfelyon." 

 "Couldn't find it on the map, but they say it's not far from a place called 

Splatt," added Pete Sweet. 

 "Which is where we'll be staying." 

 

 The team had developed an interest in all things Cornish, ever since the 

draw for the Second Qualifying Round had appeared on the FA website; and 

even more so since the cheque for £3,000 had dropped through Pete's letter 

box. 

 They had been spurred into continued pursuit of what could hardly be called 

their dream by a combination of opportunity, wherewithal and creeping fear. 

Opportunity, because it was another away match; wherewithal, because that 

prize money made it possible to recompense Arthur for the coach journeys and 

pay for rooms at a Cornish Inn, with enough left over for eleven personalised 

shirts and many more pints of beer. Whether it was primarily the money or the 

beer going to their heads would be hard to say, but neither could obliterate the 

aforementioned fear — the fear of being hurled into a lake of deepest dung, if 

the time ever came to come clean. And fear of coming clean, creeping or even 

galloping, leads to procrastination; and procrastination only leads to a lot more 

dirt for tomorrow's laundry to cope with. 

 "I don't think Mr Snodgrass's shed would count as a pavilion, even if he did 

leave that bloody great padlock undone," Tommy Lowder had said, when Pete 

broke the news. 

 Apparently things had changed since the homeless Wanderers had last held 

the trophy in their hot and stickies. To qualify for entry, a club had to boast its 

own ground, which in turn had to boast certain minimum facilities. Badger 

Lane, no doubt still their home according to some dusty FA records, was 

absolutely fine, except for being inconveniently located twenty years in the 

past. Tommy led the worrying … 
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 "Innocence is no excuse — shut up, Young Trev — OK, ignorance might 

be, but I'm not sure I want to risk a three grand prize turning into a much bigger 

fine." 

 "Well, there's a simple answer," said Terry Perry "We've got away with it 

for one round and now we've got an away draw in the next. We just play that 

game. Have some fun, like." 

 "But that only delays the day of wrecking, don't it?" 

 "And why's that, Bobby? (Shut up, Trev)." 

 "Obvious. We'll have spent more money … have even more to give back … 

and we'll still have that 'coming clean' to do, no?" 

 "Think carefully, son. I know it's not easy for you, but do try. We'll have to 

come clean when, exactly?" 

 "Well, pretty soon, if we get drawn at home next time!" 

 Len Burgess sighed and took up the baton of Socratic dialogue, wishing he 

had a real baton to break over Deller's skull. 

 "And there'll be a next time, if …?" 

 "Well, duh! There'll be a next time if we bloody win in Cornwall, of cour … 

oh, I get it! You guys don't think we can win it!" 

 The midfielder cowered beneath a hailstorm of beer mats, pork scratchings 

and cold chips, as, for once, Young Trev was allowed his pedantic penn'orth 

without complaint. 

 "It doesn't matter whether or not we can win it, you great drongo. We just 

have to make bloody sure we don't!" 

 "Exactly," said Tommy. "Own goals, if necessary; whatever it takes — only 

try not to make it too obvious. No replays, no next round, nothing. Just a nice 

weekend in the sunny South-West; a few pasties, the odd glass of cider and a 

bit of shopping for souvenirs to remember it by." 

 

 Which is why the strolling players of Spayne spilled out of their coach in a 

mid-Cornwall retail park one Saturday morning in an optimistic mood. Never 

had a team been more confident, nor more relieved at the thought of their 

impending defeat. The whole visit was going to be a lot of fun, right down to 

kicking a ball the wrong way around some foreign field. As they piled into 

various, unfamiliar emporia, like Oo-Argos, Anne Zummerzet and Toys   

'ᗺ' We, piling out again with assorted playthings for themselves and their loved 

ones, they were enjoying their great adventure all the more for knowing it 

would soon be over. 
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 There was a jovial atmosphere that night in the Kernow Bar of the Brock 

and Baiters public house and coaching inn in Splatt. 

 "Four own goals!  How can any team concede four own goals? In ten 

minutes and all!" 

 "I know. Brilliant, weren't it!" 

 And copious was the flow of  cider and great was the happiness of the 

gathering. 

 All was not so jubilant in the adjoining Emmets Lounge, where a rather 

more sombre air prevailed. 

 "Let's face it lads, we were sloppy. Four own goals in ten minutes — we 

just weren't prepared." 

 "Aye; I thought three'd be plenty." 

 "Maybe they were just more determined than we were?" 

 "Determined?" snorted Len Burgess. "Are you having a laugh?" 

 "Well, judging by the noise from next door," said Reg Molestrap, "they ain't 

exactly as pissed off about losing as we are about winning." 

 "But why? They just handed us four and a half grand." 

 "Which we'll probably have to pay back, plus fines. Not that they know 

that." 

 "Yes, Young Trev, thanks for reminding us — again. Point is, they do have 

a ground, of sorts. What else can they be short of that four and a half grand 

can't fix in a fortnight? Not to mention the winnings from earlier rounds?" 

 "Yeah — and why let us go three nil down in the first half? Don't make 

much sense to me." 

 "To be fair, Bobby, not a lot does," Tommy Lowder pointed out. "All I 

know is, it's all gone horribly wrong." 

 At that point a large gentleman with a florid complexion entered the lounge 

and addressed the downcast victors. 

 "My, that were a close-un, lads! My, you was rubbish. Looked like you 

wanted to lose." 

 "We did," muttered Arthur Blunder, earning a sharp elbow in the ribs from 

his manager. 

 "I knows we did," added the stranger. "Er, sorry? Did one of you just say 

you did too? Well, don't that take the scones and cream! Ha ha. And there was 

I about to say us nearly 'ad you there. And now it looks as like it was you as 

nearly 'ad we!" 

 Bobby Deller looked more baffled than ever. 

 "But we don't have a — oof!" 

 "To be perfectly candid, we have certain issues with the suitability of our 

home pitch," said Tommy Lowder, before his goalie could recover. "What we 

can't see is why Sowsfelyon would need to … er … throw the match?" 
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 "Neither could anyone," said the stranger "— if there were such a place. 

Thing is, there b'ain't. Us made it up. Name means stupid English folk in old 

Cornish, so they tells I. Afore I explains, allow me to introduce meself. Petroc 

Trevelyan of Splatt: farmer, councillor, squire, at your service. The lads asked 

me to come round and see if you'd like to join us for a pint or two. We thought 

you'd like to put some of your winnings towards a celebration.  Looks like us 

was a bit off the mark though, don't it?!" 

 

 

 

 Now, the legendary cup tie between the team without a ground and the team 

that didn't even exist came about in this wise:— 

 The ancient land of Kernow, home of hardy fishermen, even hardier miners 

and stout yeomen, was now just a neglected county in the bottom left corner 

of Britain, ravaged by fishing quotas and agricultural globalisation and refitted 

as a tourists' theme park, staffed by gormless yokels — or so some of its 

denizens believed. 

 Quite how this led to Jed Gwinnel's decision to use his computer hacking 

skills to place an invented footie team from an imaginary Cornish village into 

the FA cup is hard to explain but probably involves a lot of cider. Revolution, 

some might say, should be made of sterner stuff. 

 Nor should rebels panic so easily when sobriety kicks in. If the point was 

to create a stir, how sad to get cold feet at the sight of a home draw in the 

Second Qualifying? Splatt Secondary School sports field was easy enough to 

disguise as Sowsfelyon FC, and Mr Trepannick's crafts group had made a 

great job of the 'Pastie Stand' — and turned out in force to watch the match, 

jeering at all seven own goals, and the accompanying reactions of the 

increasingly mystified officials. 

  A few hours and many ciders later, a few of the Cornish lads were 

beginning to regret throwing the game. What was the worst that could have 

happened, had they continued their deception for another round or two? 

 The worst thing that did happen was Spayne Wanderers started to think the 

same way. 
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 "Weary?" 

 "In a way." 

 Jeremy Jardine dropped heavily into his accustomed chair.  His wife, 

Jocasta, placed a gin and tonic by his side and took up her place behind him, 

massaging his shoulders.  Some might call her his 'long-suffering' wife, but a 

better example of the old assertion that what people don't know can't hurt them, 

or a greater proof that ignorance is bliss would be hard to imagine. 

 From the earliest days of their relationship, when people tried to warn her 

about the inconstant nature of her intended, she mistook all their tactful hints 

to be concern at the prospect of being part of a couple with laughably 

alliterative names.  Patiently she would point out that any name change was 

worth it to stop being Jocasta Klout, which even she could tell sounded like 

part of a bad 'knock knock' joke. 

 Science has now discovered that a neurotransmitter, released when the 

patient is first infatuated, can completely switch off the reasoning part of the 

brain.  Thus science catches up with poets and singers who have known for 

millennia that love is blind, if not downright stupid.  But whether this did 

Jocasta Jardine any practical harm was debatable.  If anything she could be 

taken as a demonstration of why this chemical evolved.  As far as she was 

concerned, she had a caring husband who kept her in a manner to which many 

would gladly become accustomed.  His job, she thought, kept him very busy 

and often took him away from home.  Not that she had much idea of how and 

why, nor any idea of what he actually did, but as it kept their joint account 

well topped up, this hardly mattered. 

 This is not to say that Jocasta Jardine was a shallow person, but if she had 

depths, she kept them well hidden and her darling husband wasn't overly 

bothered about plumbing them.  They'd grown up in neighbouring streets in 

Spigwell, Jocasta had been the glamour girl of Plains High School (The brains 

of Spayne gain mainly here at Plains), so for a man hunting for a trophy wife, 

she was the piece of silverware he'd want for the top shelf.  If you insist on 

thinking in the same crude terms as the young Jeremy, feel free to insert your 

own 'D-cup' joke here, before hanging your head in shame. 

 Not that the older Jeremy was much more sophisticated or feminist, but he 

had learned that keeping casually sexist opinions to oneself could result in a 

higher scoring rate.  In many ways though, theirs was an old-fashioned 

courtship, fitting Ambrose Bierce's definition as a man pursuing a woman 

until she catches him.  Having shown little interest in him at school, where his 

reputation as a love-em-and-leave-em chancer was as boring as it was 

tantalising, she found him far more attractive as he matured — or at least 

gained status and wealth.  While in Jeremy's eyes the slightly aloof and prissy 

blonde who seemed more a bother than she was a challenge became more 
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appealing the more she and her family's property portfolio blossomed.  A 

match, it seemed, made in heaven. 

  

 Much as the chatterati might like to think things have changed since the 

swinging Sixties, there are still many marriages that follow an age-old pattern 

they would find depressing.  What were once called 'womanly wiles' are 

employed to attain the married state; said wiles may have evolved with time 

from a coy flash of ankle and a cheeky smile, to demonstrations of sexual 

openness, imagination and athleticism, but the principle remains the same. 

 Either way, once marriage and a home have been achieved the temptress 

'lets herself go', and the old blokes' tale about the jar of peas kicks in. "When 

yer marry", they'd say (though now that would be amended to "When yer first 

start shaggin'), "yer buys a huge jar and a shitload o' dried peas.  Every time 

yer does it for the first six months yer puts a pea in the jar — chances are ye'll 

even need to get a bigger jar!  But after that yer takes a pea out every time.  

And sure as eggs is eggs — fertilized or not — ye'll never empty that there 

jar." 

 Listen in on single-sex conversations in the workplace, bar, changing room.  

You'll often hear the same old same old: 

 "Going to t'match Sat'day?" 

 "Nah, she wants to go lookin' at bedroom furniture.  Gotta show willing or 

there'll be no bedroom action.  Might even be a blow job in it if I look keen." 

 Similarly, letting him go on a stag weekend, or just lying back and thinking 

of England, might get that nice dress they have in Smurdley's window, and so 

on.  Sex, time and nice possessions reduced to currency in the trading of 

differing desires. 

 The Jardines were not like that.  Like many a more modern woman, Jocasta's 

appearance had always been a matter of personal pride, satisfaction, vanity … 

call it what you will; but never just a means to a match.  And if her libido 

lessened once her surname changed, she was happy to attribute her husband 

being similarly undemanding to a similar calm satisfaction. 

 Some found this hard to believe, and insisted that somewhere deep down 

she must have known that her man was far from lacking in libido, and looking 

elsewhere for more lively satisfaction.  Others just accepted that Jocasta 

Jardine didn't do 'deep down'.  If all women were like her, they said archly, 

the men of Stepford would have no need of robotics. 

 

 But there is always a worm waiting by the bud, a snake hanging around the 

gardener's entrance to Paradise.  Heather Hanway at Heather's Hair and Beauty 

had asked Jocasta that very morning how her husband's new project was 

coming along, and seemed shocked that Mrs Jardine was unaware of its very 

existence, not to mention the sharp-dressing bit of stuff that came with it.  

Which she didn't mention. 
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 "Really, my dear, you should show some interest, you know." 

 "Really?" 

 "Really.  They like that, do men. You don't have to care, not really, you 

don't even have to listen, to be honest.  But they do love a chance to sound 

important, the dears.  I always say a simple question goes a long way towards 

a nice pair of shoes." 

 "Oh, I don't want for much, not really. Can't see the need for that much 

effort." 

 Jocasta Jardine smiled a self-satisfied smile, forcing Heather Hanway to 

hide her hackles.     

 "Really?" she said with faked fellow feeling. 

 "Really," said Jocasta simply. 

 But seeds had been sown. 

 

 "So what's been tiring my hard-working hubby?" 

 Jeremy Jardine nearly choked on his g and t. 

 "Er, well, it's hard to explain," he said. 

 Nonetheless, he did his best.  He told his good lady of the plans to put the 

area on the proverbial map, the dreams of the Leading Burghers and even his 

cynicism as to their chances, though not his glee at their hopelessness. 

 "There's a lot of work, wasted or not, but that also means quite a lot of lovely 

lucre, either way. And they've hired this hot shot from London as a consultant, 

who'll charge the suckers even more than I do." 

 "And what's he called when he's at home," asked Jocasta. 

 "He's called Sarah," he replied.  "He's a she," he added in case his wife 

couldn't work that out. "Sarah Cordover, 'with the emphasis on the cor', as she 

puts it." 

 "And is it?"  Despite the surface amusement, Jocasta's voice also betrayed 

a completely new undertone, a glimmer of natural wifely jealousy. 

 Her husband noticed it and was taken aback, but gathered himself together.  

He realised he had to tread carefully in his responses to this new show of 

interest. 

 "Oh, I suppose she's quite attractive, if you like these high-flying, power-

dressing types." 

 "And do you?" 

 "Oh no; I much prefer a natural, feminine beauty like yours, darling.  All 

that trying to look both forceful and alluring must be a great strain on the poor 

dear.  I can't help feeling it's an attempt to hide a terrible insecurity.  Terrified 

of being found out, sort of thing.  Designer clothes, Mediterranean tan and 

overpriced cosmetics — I find it rather unappealing to tell the truth." 

 He wasn't telling the truth. 

 In fact he was wondering how to hide his own genuine feelings, which were 

not, just then, of insecurity.  Images of that sharp-dressed figure, with its steely 
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air of authority and inaccessibility, would not leave his mind's eye — anymore 

than its resulting blood flow would leave his erectile tissue.  And that in turn 

brought a totally new sensation to his mind: fear of being found out. 

 But the experienced deceiver is never at a loss, even in unfamiliar situations.  

The answer to his problem lay not in hiding his excitement but in pointing it, 

as it were, in a distracting direction. 

 "In fact, sweetheart, may I draw your attention to Exhibit A for the 

defence?" 

 "Oh, my," she giggled; "it's been a while since that was last upstanding in 

court!" 

 "Well, I don't think miss Cordover, wherever she put her emphasis, could 

raise such an argument, even with a massage and a g&t," he lied.  "Would the 

member of the jury care to retire for a more in-depth consideration?"  

 "Oh, go on then," said Jocasta. 

 Neither suspicion nor enthusiasm were betrayed by her tone, but she took 

her husband's hand and led him to the stairs.  Not that they made it more than 

half way up. 

 Thus, he thought proudly, he had achieved a fantasy-fuelled fuck and 

thrown his dear wife off the expensive designer scent. 

 Au contraire, dear reader; au contraire. 
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 "We're on — away to Powcester." 

 Pete Sweet waved the page he'd printed from his email, to a mix of 

enthusiastic cheers, worried groans and confused mumblings. 

 "Is that anywhere near Towcester?" 

 "Nowcester." 

 Pete laughed helplessly at his own witticism. 

 Nobody else did. 

 "That only works when it's written down, you know." 

 "Oh, do shut up, Young Trev," said Tommy Lowder, the source of the 

worried groans.  "So where is it then, Pete?" 

 "Not that far away, really. It's on the Wibble, in fact." 

 "So how come I never heard of it?"  

 "Mr Deller," said Arthur Blunder; "you being a man who thought Wales 

was overseas, it would be a surprise if you knew where Spigwell was." 

 "Just over Nogget's Burn, innit.  I do jobs there, don't I?" 

 "Yes, I know that; I was just … oh, forget it.  Anyway, I do know where 

Powcester is — or, rather, was.  I ran the Flanellers to the ground once." 

 "Wait a sec … was?!"  Tommy Lowder became even more worried than 

before. "It's not another made-up place, for pity's sake?" 

 "No, it's more an ex-place.  Part of Granfield, so it's well upstream from 

here.  Granfield, Wibblehead and Powcester sort of merged into one, back in 

the Nineteenth Century." 

 "Like Spigwell, Spayne and Wyberton," suggested Reg. 

 "Well, sort of, but more like the towns that make up Stoke-on-Trent.  They 

only show as Granfield on the map; took me ages to find the ruddy ground." 

 "I don't think folks can find Wyberton on a map, much less Spayne," 

muttered Pete. 

 "At least they have a ground then; lucky bastards," said Don Simonson. 

 "Aye, Don. I've been googling them. They even have a website." 

 "Pete, everybody has a website these days," said Reg. 

 "Aye, even our cat," added Terry Perry. 

 "Well, except Spayne Wanderers," said Don, looking meaningfully at Pete 

Sweet. 

 "I have thought about it, muttered Pete defensively, but I'm not really sure 

where to begin." 

 "I know how.  I could …" 
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 "Don't even think about it, Young Trev," said Tommy Lowder.  "I still think 

we're totally bonkers to be going on with this cup run.  I live in constant dread 

of the brown, smelly stuff hitting the rotary ventilation device as it is.  I reckon 

anything that raises our profile above its present, comfortably subterranean 

level is just going to add to that risk, not to mention adding to my blood 

pressure.  Anyway, what has your googling of Powcester FC revealed, Mr 

Sweet?" 

 "Well, they call themselves The Powcester Boys," Pete began. 

 "Oh, that's dead clever, that is," said an easily impressed Bobby Deller. 

 "Ye-es, well," Pete continued, "they play in the County League.  They have 

a manager who used to play in the Scottish Premier until his career was cut 

short by chronic inadequacy." 

 "Does it really say that?" 

 "Well, not as such, Mick, but I did some extra digging around the name of 

Jock McFogle." 

 "Hey, isn't he our bank manager?  What d'you call him, Tommy?  Stingy 

Mingy McFogle, or summat?" 

 "No, Bobby, that's McBogle.  Menzies McBogle," said Tommy Lowder, 

adding a mimed hock and spit for dramatic effect. 

 "Pronounced Ming-iss," added Pete. 

 "That's how he did pronounce it.  Do you have a problem distinguishing 

between spoken and written text, Pete, because …" 

 "Oh, let it go, Young Trev.  And pray continue, Mr Sweet, or we'll be here 

all  night." 

 "There's not a lot more to say, really.  They're a mid-table side, though 

unlike us they do have one serious striker, who offsets the incompetence of 

the rest.  He's a Polish plumber, name of Jerzy Wozniakowski." 

 "That's easy for you to say," said Mick. 

 "I've been practising," smiled Pete.  "What was I saying?  Oh yes, they have 

a game against Drenby on Sunday." 

 "Oh, that's handy; some of us could go along and watch them," said Tommy, 

temporarily forgetting to be worried sick. 

 "Don't you think that might be depressing," asked Reg Molestrap, 

"especially if this Woznythingy guy is any good as a striker?" 

 "Oh, I don't think that need worry us much," said Pete Sweet, with a 

knowing air. 

 "Why not, Pete?  They can't be as bad as us.  And what's with the knowing 

air?" 

 "Well, no, Mick, they're probably a lot better.  But I did a bit of extra 

research about this Mr Wozniakowski fellow, rang round a few friends who 

live that way too, and came up with an interesting titbit that might just give us 

a chance …" 
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 He leaned forward portentously, and all the members of Spayne Wanderers 

Association Football Club leaned in likewise with a mixture of furtive 

collusion and baffled perplexity. 

 But what he told them, not to mention the whole of the next eleven days, 

was concealed behind three asterisks in the centre of the page. 

 

 "Wait a minute …" 

 Bobby Deller seemed to be struggling to express some deep concern. 

 "Your cat has a website, Tel?" 

 

*  *  * 

 

 An immaculately timed pass found the right foot of Jerzy Wozniakowski, 

who flicked it into the air and over the head of the Badger's goalie and into the 

back of the net. 

 "Garatotch!!" 

 "Language, Denny." 

 "Sorry, Mr Lowder." 

 It was unclear whether Denetok Kreb was apologising for the obscenity of 

his oath or his immaculately timed pass to the opposition's star striker.  Either 

way, it was certainly the latter that brought a stream of equally earthy 

Cumbeslobodian from his brother, Feretok.  Tommy Lowder was less upset. 

 "Don't worry about it, son.  Only two nil down.  Still got 85 minutes to catch 

up." 

 To which he added, under his breath, "if we're unlucky." 

 

 But Powcester's passes were as erratic as Spayne's, so, despite all his 

increasingly energetic efforts, it was nearly half time before the Pole next got 

the ball in a scoring position.  Perhaps he was tired from so much running, but 

his shot was easily blocked by Manny Winters, whose impressive bulk 

occasionally made up for his unimpressive agility. 

 "Hard luck, mate." 

 In this over-competitive, dog-eat-dog world, the occasional sporting gesture 

shines out even in the lower reaches of the football world.  So a few of the 

meagre Granfield crowd were quite impressed to see Pete Sweet give their 

winger a commiserating pat on the shoulder, after his cross had led to naught.  

Some might have noticed him also showing Ron Slattery something half-

concealed in his other hand, but most were too eager were to go for the interval 

snacks for which the district of Powcester was famous for streets around, and 

which almost made going to matches worthwhile.  As the half-time whistle 

sounded, all sixty-three of them headed for Guy Ringbold's van, emblazoned 

with the legend, Guy's Pies. And three officials and twenty players trudged 

wearily towards the dressing rooms. 
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 Two players, however, did not. 

 

*  *  * 

 

 One hour later the Badgers were beating another hasty post-match retreat. 

 "This is becoming a habit," said Arthur, as he accelerated his bus away from 

a small but scary angry mob. 

 "Cup football's pretty exciting, isn't it," said Terry. 

 "Well, that was a rather dirty trick," said Reg. 

 "Yeah. Bloody funny though," said Mick. 

 "All's fair in love and football," said Pete. 

 "Love and war, you mean." 

 "Shut up, Young Trev!" chorused the whole team. 

 Professional fouls, diving and outrageous play-acting permeate the modern 

game of Association Football, eclipsing the gamesmanship of a (slightly) 

more innocent age.  Player of the Year awards have been replaced with Oscars.  

Even primary school kids can now be seen going down as if poleaxed and 

writhing in agony at the slightest hint of contact, while their doting parents 

scream from the sidelines for the sending off, expulsion or execution of the 

alleged offender — or at least a penalty.  Bolton and England legend Nat 

Lofthouse bemoaned this trend as far back as the Seventies, when he said, "in 

my day, there were plenty of fellas who would kick your bollocks off. The 

difference was that at the end they'd shake your hand and help you look for 

them." 

 Not so today. 

 Admittedly it remains rare to see players sent off for attacking their own 

team-mates, even when the attack constitutes attempted murder and leaves the 

victim crippled; but after seeing the picture of his wife in the arms of 

Powcester's star striker, winger Ron Slattery's anger was implacable, despite 

the pleas of his fellow players and the warnings of the referee. 

 So, with their eyes on the prize of seven-and-a-half grand, the Badgers 

found it surprisingly easy to put three second-half goals past nine of 

Powcester's regulars and one rather wheezy substitute in the form of way-past-

his-worst manager Jock McFogle.  The latter's anger at the underhand way in 

which his team had been depleted failed to motivate him or his charges to any 

displays of determination, much less of skill.  On the other hand it did make 

them seem sufficiently threatening to convince the Wanderers not to hang 

around to shake hands when the final whistle blew. Or even to get showered 

or changed.  
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 But the sweet smell of money (or, as Young Trev would no doubt correct 

it, success) overcomes not only the fetid one of eleven sweaty men but all 

doubts besides: even those doubts a non-legitimate football team should 

perhaps entertain as the higher-profile rounds of a major competition hurtle 

towards them like a deadly freight train with no brakes and a cargo of manure.  

As it was, they sang lustily and mooned other traffic as they changed out of 

their kit and headed homeward to await the draw for the fourth and final 

qualifying round, and the identity of the team which most now felt sure were 

to be their next victims. 
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 Whereon, a way across town in the Nibble by the Wibble, Jeremy Jardine 

could again be found acting as counsellor and confidant to his old 

acquaintance, Mr Snodgrass. 

 "Have you not asked your neighbours if they've seen anything?  They can't 

all be out every Sunday." 

 "More often than not they are.  Seems we all have the company of mothers-

in-law to enjoy.  Anyway I can't say I really get on with them." 

 I wonder why? thought Jeremy Jardine. 

 "Have you spoken to the boys in blue?" he asked. 

 Snodgrass gave a snort. 

 "Fat lot of good that did!" he exclaimed.  "There've not been many white 

splashes to show them for a while, but someone or something has definitely 

been scuffing the Prize Lawn pretty badly.  And this time I was too clever for 

them." 

 "Is that so?  In what way?" 

 "Laid a few traps, didn’t I?  F'rinstance, you know that James Bond story 

where he sticks a hair across the gap between his hotel door and its frame?" 

 "Not all that intimately, I'm afraid." 

 "Well, he does.  And when he comes back, he sees it's been disturbed, so he 

knows the enemy chap — or some scantily clad siren – can't remember — is 

in the room waiting for him." 

 "I see," said Jardine. "I always wondered what spies did before webcams 

and smartphones were invented." 

 "You may sneer, but the low-tech ways are often very effective.  And I did 

something like that with my garden roller." 

 "You put a hair on your roller?!" 

 "No, you chump, but the same sort of wheeze.  I took an autumn leaf — and 

get this," he added with excessive pride, "a leaf from a tree not found in the 

vicinity of my garden — clever, what? — and I stuck it lightly to the top of 

the roller before we went to Mrs Snodgrass's Mother's.  And when we got back 

that evening I took a torch down the garden — and guess what?" 

 "Don't tell me; let me guess — the roller had gone!" 

 "No, the … oh, for Pete's sake take me a bit more seriously at least!  The 

roller was still there, almost exactly where I'd left it.  But the leaf had gone, 

and was pressed into the path a few feet away.  And I need hardly have 

bothered with it anyway, 'cos there was damp, freshly picked up grass on the 

roller— and I now have before and after photos to prove it — that hadn't been 

there when we left!" 
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 "Proof positive, if proof were needed," agreed Jardine, raising his wine glass 

in a mock salute.  "So I assume you went to our local constabulary, but found 

them disinclined to set up an incident room, festooned with street plans, 

mugshots and your photos, and call in a brilliant but troubled forensic 

horticulturalist?" 

 "Or even set up any cameras," added Snodgrass, ignoring the flippancy.  

"Indeed so.  In fact they said I should be grateful, as most people had to pay 

good money to get folks to come round and roll their Prize Lawns 

incompetently.  They wondered what I was complaining about.  The bloody 

cheek!" 

 "And what are you complaining about?" 

 "Oh come on, Jeremy, it's the principle of the thing, at the very least.  An 

Englishman's Prize Lawn is his castle grounds, and trespass is trespass, even 

if it's guerilla gardening." 

 "So have you now ruled out the neighbour's kids altogether?" 

 "Absolutely.  It's ludicrous to think of them pulling a heavy roller over the 

lawn after they've played on it, when I hear Mrs Binkley berating them weekly 

for not putting their stuff away or tidying their rooms.  And apart from that, I 

also hear the spoilt brats complaining loudly every Sunday about being 

dragged off to visit 'that smelly old bitch', which I assume is their modern term 

of endearment for their maternal grandmother. 

 "OK, OK.  Sounds reasonable, not to mention irksome." 

 "Oh, I'm sorry, old chap. I know it's all rather trivial in the Grand Scheme 

of Things, but it's still rather like being violated — and not knowing why or 

in what way, let alone by whom. 

 "Let's change the subject — how's your Grand Scheme of Things going?" 

 "Oh, yes; she's quite a chall… Oh, sorry; you meant the Grand Plan for 

putting us on the proverbial map, didn't you?" 

 "Well, I did," said Mr Snodgrass, laughing. "But this 'chall…' suddenly 

sounds more intriguing. Do spill a few beans, if you can do so without being 

too indiscreet." 

 "It's been all too discreet so far," groaned Jeremy, "but it's all part of the 

same thing.  Her name's Sarah Cordover, 'with the emphasis on the Cor', as 

she so aptly puts it.  I told you the leading Burghers were getting in some 

overpriced consultants in from the Smoke, didn't I?  Well, said consultancy 

have lumbered their rising star …" 

 "This Sarah Cor, I presume?" 

 "The same — they've given her the job of making silk Burberry purses out 

of Wyberton, Spayne and Spigwell's sow's extremities.  And it turns out she's 

a high-flying hot shot, with supermodel looks, superstar style, supersized 

ambitions and Supermarket Sweep." 

 "Supermarket Sweep??!" 
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 "Sorry, no, forget that — I got carried away.  But yes, she has a very high 

opinion of herself and I see no reason to disagree with it.  Except inasmuch as 

she seems convinced she has what it takes to earn her exorbitant fee by turning 

this dump around." 

 "And you don't share her confidence?  Sorry if I'm off the mark here, but I 

get that distinct impression." 

 "Don't get me wrong: she might be able to help the area to some 

improvement: there's plenty of scope, after all.  But a thriving centre of 

capitalism and commerce?  You have to admire her, though she'll get her fee 

whatever happens.  She seems determined to succeed rather than just drag it 

out for maximum personal gain.  She's definitely going to give it our best 

shot." 

 "You obviously do — admire her, I mean.  And I suspect that's not just for 

her determination." 

 Jardine nodded. "No, not just for that.  But nor is it for her determination to 

play hard to get," he added. 

 "Aha.  Sounds like a new experience for you, old man," said Snodgrass, 

with a mixture of disapproval and envy. 

 "It's not that new, you impertinent old prude," answered Jardine with mock 

indignation. "Perhaps it's that she's playing a tougher game than most, but I 

reckon I'm all but in there.  Just give it time. 

 "And anyway, I like a challenge — and it always is a challenge, of sorts.  

It's only years of dedication, practice and experience that makes it look so easy, 

you know — to an outside observer," he added, signalling with a rakish smile 

that he was not to be taken too seriously. 

 Mr Snodgrass just shook his head, but thoughts of rakes made him think of 

his Prize Lawn once again, and he lapsed into silence, as he and Jeremy Jardine 

tucked into their plates of Cumbeslobodian spladnok and English chips.  

 

 

 "I think Mr Jeremy Jardine thinks he's all but in there." 

 "And is he?" 

 "Puh-leeze!"  With an exaggerated shudder, Sarah Cordover took a large 

swig of chilled verdicchio. 

 "That bad, eh?" asked her sister.  "'Exaggerated shudder' bad?  Oh dear." 

 "As a relatively large fish in a tiny, stagnant pond, I suppose he's passable.  

Maybe just being in that pond has made him too sure of himself.  Maybe seeing 

him there gives me a jaundiced view.  I never thought I'd be so relieved to get 

back to 'sunny' Haggerston for a few days." 

 "Oh dear, what have you let yourself in for?"  Melanie Cordover refilled her 

sister's glass one more time and went to the fridge to get another bottle.  "We're 

sure getting through this stuff," she giggled. 

 "I need all you've got," called Sarah after her.  "Any nibbles?" 
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 "It's not so bad," she mused as her sister threw her a packet of nachos and 

settled on the sofa once more.  "Wyberton brings new depths of meaning to 

the term 'blank slate', and I do have a pretty free hand.  And the money is very 

good — not as if it's 'no win, no fee, thank God." 

 "Have you been the victim of an urban degeneration that wasn't your fault?" 

intoned Melanie.  "Call Shitheap Consultants for U, now!" 

 "You're not far wrong," agreed Sarah.  "But it's far from hopeless — I mean 

that I can do something to improve the place, surely.  And it's a change for me 

at least: a chance to get Tarquin out of my system, the twat …" 

 "I thought we weren't going to mention the twat …" 

 "No; you're right — forfeit time!" and Sarah drained her glass in one, 

refilling it again as she continued; "So, yes, a complete change, some fresh air 

in lovely rolling crunchyside, and no way I could make the place any worse.  

You know how I relish a challenge!" 

 "Sounds like your Mr Gardiner does too — lolz." 

 "Jardine, not Gardiner!  You're pissed already.  But yes, it seems he does; I 

should be flattened … flattered.  For a married man, I get the impression he's 

played the field in Wybbleton, Spig and Spaynewell already." She thought 

fuzzily for a moment.  "Ah well, you never know I s'pose.  If I find myself too 

bored and about twice as shitfaced as I'm going to get tonight, he might be 

worth a quick shag.  At least I'm sure that's all he'll want too — saints preserve 

me from any more Clingons." 

 "'Til then, dear sister, you can have a good laugh at his angling," said 

Melanie, "and keep me posted.  My own sex life's on an extended break these 

days, so I have to rely on varioush vic … vickle … vicarious … you know …" 

 "You'd better leave the fourth bottle to me, young lady," said Sarah 

Cordover, shaking an unsteady finger in the vague direction of her sister.  "Yes; 

angling … angling … that's what I need, an angle.  If only something vaguely 

newsworthy would happen there in the back of beyond." 

  

 

 

 "Well, Price, so Spayne and Spigwell are now just satellite estates of the 

zone's main parts.  I warn you this could mean war, if that harpy — and yes, I 

do call her a harpy, sod this pc feminist lip-service nonsense — if that harpy 

brings her big city, metropolitan elite attitudes and ignores the infrastructure 

in the suburbs, she — and you — will find your Grand Plans for putting us on 

the map coming up against some pretty determined opposition." 

 It was the oak-lined bar of the Wyberton Leading Burghers Club and the 

speaker was the well-known Ernest Binkley, Esq., Leading Burgher and 

neighbour of our perplexed acquaintance, Mr Snodgrass.  With this tirade he 

greeted his fellow Burgher, Councillor Roderick Price (Con.), as he sat down 

in his customary wing-backed chair.  Smiling, Cllr Price waited while 
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Butterwick, the ageing bar steward, placed two large pink gins on the low table 

between them. 

 "Heavens, what a virulent attack!" he then replied, good-humouredly.  "I'd 

have thought you'd be pleased there's no immediate danger of major 

developments in your sleepy suburbs.  Can't imagine you'd like to wake up 

one morning to find a monstrous carbuncle of modern architecture springing 

up the other side of Snodders' hawthorn hedge, plunging your Prize Lawn into 

the shade." 

 "Of course not. old boy," nodded Binkley.  Not the point." 

 "Not that you'd be too upset if someone knocked down that eyesore on 

Badger Hill." 

 "God, no. Good point. I can remember when that was the old soccer ground, 

you know — Wanderers or something, wasn't it?  And that was a crumbling 

old eyesore — as opposed to the featureless Seventies, bathroom-flogging 

eyesore we have now.  But that's a fair way from my back yard.  Though if it 

went the way of all flesh, the memsahib would have a bit further to drive for 

her weekly Zuma class, or whatever she does there.  Beats me why she doesn't 

just run to the place and back; save petrol and membership and get just as 

much exercise without setting foot in the monstrosity." 

 "So what is your point?" 

 "Communications.  Infrastructure.  That sort of thing.  I know all the initial 

plans are to develop brownfield sites like the old flannel mills in North 

Wyberton and the farmland up above Langrick Cliffs — but there are still 

questions about capacity and communications on my side of town." 

 "Knock-on effects, old bean, sort itself," Price assured him.  "As money 

floods into Wyberton, once we are well and truly on our way, as your 'harpy' 

— your devilish comely harpy — puts it, then developers and supporting 

business will follow as the night the day, and all that rot.  And most of that 

will be in buildings near  the new offices and business parks.  Farmers round 

that way only too pleased to cash in — unless some bloody hipster in 

Shoreditch declares the brussel sprout to be the latest superfood!" 

 Both men had a standard gentleman's club guffaw at this idea, to the extent 

that Binkley almost choked on his gin, causing Butterwick to spring into action 

and totter over to the table, bearing a restorative glass of the finest eau de 

robinet, finally arriving about five minutes after the crisis had passed. 

 "Thank you, Butterwick; what would we do without you?" gasped a 

recovering Binkley, without a trace of sarcasm.   

 A good, long-serving steward is a rare and valuable asset to any gentleman's 

club.  He knows the establishment better than anyone and knows the members, 

their history, their tastes and their foibles in all matters, often better than some 

of the older ones do themselves.  And even a decrepit and disaster-prone 

steward like Butterwick is best not insulted or upset: he knows too many little 

secrets and, most crucially, he has control over the flow of booze, from optic 
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to expensively-stocked cellar.  So Binkley thanked him sincerely and ordered 

two more glasses of Plymouth gin, Angostura bitters and Malvern water, safe 

in the knowledge that to get this all he had to say was, "Pinkers, Butters, when 

you're ready", and they would arrive perfectly mixed to each drinker's taste, in 

some twenty minutes, just as he and Price finished their currently half-full 

glasses. 

 "No," resumed Binkley when he regained full use of his vocal chords, "I 

suppose I'm mostly worried about the trickle that Wyberton now refers to as 

its rush hour increasing to a flood that clogs up our leafy back lanes with rat-

runners — not to mention a large influx of people into the Broxville estate." 

 "Well, bound to be incomers, dear chap.  Can't put the place on the map 

without making it big enough to be visible there, what?  Even the oiks of West 

Spigwell and North Wyberton aren't breeding that fast.  At least, thanks to 

Saint Maggie, most of the Broxville is now privately owned and overpriced.  

But you have to face it: we will see your large influx all right, and yes, much 

of it will probably come from …"  he leaned forward ominously, paused 

dramatically and concluded emphatically, "… oop North!" 

 "Silly arse!" laughed Binkley.  "I've no problems with reversing the 

population drain, per se, and I'd rather see eager foreign Johnnies than 

workshy locals anyway.  Work harder for less rhino and all that.  Let's face it, 

we're one of the few areas where emigration is a problem: even fourth-

generation Cumbeslobodians are applying, or rather pleading to go back and 

live on collective dirt farms in their ancestral socialist workers' paradise.  I 

exaggerate, I know, but I just think we need to make provision in advance for 

housing and moving all the lower orders around …" 

 "… and making sure they don't spoil St Rantipole's Green?" 

 "That's far from irrelevant and not just for personal reasons," objected 

Binkley.  "It's in the preliminary report — 'The charming hamlets, churches, 

pubs and village greens, with their cricket squares and duck ponds, are part of 

the charm and appeal of the area', remember.  A 'major selling point', as they 

say, and one I don't want to see us sell out.  It's a matter of balance.  We'll 

shoot ourselves in the collective foot if we try to attract entrepreneurs and 

investors looking for a base in a bucolic Eden, only for them to find they take 

ages to get back to their bit of Olde England on choked-up roads — and when 

they get there, the peace is shattered by madding crowds, with screaming 

offspring chucking rubbish and each other in the duck ponds." 

 "Well, well, Ernie, old bean, what a snob you are — no, don't get defensive.  

I may prefer my Georgian town house to a pastoral idyll, but I'm as big a snob 

as you and not ashamed of it.  No matter what the commies at the BBC like to 

say, class-bound social order has a lot to offer all round.  Social mobility, yes, 

but an easy climb, level playing field?  Utter nonsense.  But I still say the 

market only needs a gentle hand on the tiller.  Property values round your way, 

like in my part of town, will naturally rise and limit who can move in, and the 
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fact that most of the council and entrepreneurs live in these areas ensures that 

unpleasant developments or traffic easing schemes will concentrate on 

moving the workforce around where they need it most — and well away from 

where we want it least. 

 "So don't worry about it, man," he added with a big smile.  "You'll still have 

a clear road to town during the week and out to Bickertoft on Sundays." 

 At this reassurance Mr Binkley's face fell.  He drained his glass and looked 

over to the bar where Butterwick was finally placing the next two libations on 

a tray. 

 "Ah, now, that's one journey I could do with making less easily," he moaned. 

 "Ha ha.  The mother-in-law," said Price.  "First world problem par 

excellence!" 

 "I suspect it's got its parallels the world over," said Binkley; "— probably 

on other worlds too." 

 "Fair point, fair point — thanks, Butters — one thing that unites us 

irrespective of race, class or creed, eh what?  I believe there's some South Sea 

island where they have a language just for talking to the mother-in-law." 

 "Wouldn't surprise me.  I have one of those.  It's like standard English, but 

muttered under the breath and through clenched teeth.  Not that she can hear 

anything we say that isn't yelled through a megaphone from six inches away 

— four or five times." 

 "Hard cheddar, old boy.  Know the feeling.  At least mine's tucked away in 

a very good — and bally expensive — home.  And so gaga we just go every 

other month and tell her we've been there every week.  Doesn't know the 

difference." 

 "I shouldn't say I envy you, but I do.  Mine's still got her marbles, even if 

some of them have rolled under the sideboard.  But the boys aren't helping." 

 "At that age, are they?" 

 "That age?" spluttered Binkley.  "Over the last decade or so I have learned 

that every age is 'that' age.  But now every Sunday it's the same bloody struggle 

to get the little darlings away from their electronic devices long enough to get 

ready, the same surly moans and outbursts — and why have I spent all that 

money on their education, when their enunciation wouldn't match that of a 

disgruntled pig?!" 

 "Disgruntled!  Like that." 

 "What?  Oh, I see: grunts, yes.  Bloody apt, too.  Then moaning all the way 

there and back about having to sit without their playtablet thingies and to kiss 

the 'smelly old bitch', as they so charmingly refer to her.  Worst thing is, I 

rather sympathise with the little buggers." 

 "Not yet old enough to leave at home, I suppose?" 

 "Can't see them being that mature for a decade or two," groaned Binkley, 

"but I have decided to give it a go once or twice a month, for my own health 

as much as their happiness.  If I can't farm them off on some school friends — 
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if they have any — they can stay home.  It might reduce the old blood pressure 

a bit.  If I put everything breakable or valuable or drinkable under lock and 

key, there's a chance we'll come back to an intact dwelling." 

 "Best of luck with that.  I’d back a teenage boy over an experienced burglar 

or arsonist any day.  Come to think of it, my girls are even worse.   Glad I send 

them away to a maximum security boarding school." 

 "Yes, why did I let the good lady talk me out of that?  Ridiculous, isn't it?  

In our day they said children should be seen and not heard, and clipped us 

round the ear if we interrupted their conversations.  Now the little buggers 

spend hours in their rooms or staring like zombies at their mobiles, with 

headphones over their ears, and we complain that they're too detached from 

reality and uncommunicative — and they threaten us with social workers if 

we so much as breathe heavily on them.  But we still know darn well that as 

soon as our backs are turned they'll be poking their noses and their grubby 

little fingers into everything we don't want them to, and playing with anything 

that can be broken, stained or incinerated.  I tell you, old man, what I'm most 

looking forward to is that day in about four years time …" 

 "I thought you said they'd take decades to mature," Price pointed out, mainly 

to break his friend's flow. 

 "Oh yes, I have little hope of either boy attaining an age of responsibility.  

What I was trying to say was I look forward to the day when my eldest attains 

the age of driving test, and I can find some way of bribing him to do the trip 

occasionally, so I can have a weekend off from seeing the smelly old bitch!" 
  

 

 

 It was a quiet morning in Heather's Hair and Beauty.  Most mornings were 

quiet in Heather's, and quite a few of the afternoons could have been a lot 

louder without distressing Ms Hanway in the slightest.   

 She often wondered if it might be better to limit her morning openings to 

Thursdays and Fridays.  Occasionally she wondered whether she should not 

bother opening at all on Mondays or Tuesdays.  Most often she wondered why 

she didn't just jack it all in and run off to the South China Seas with Johnny 

Depp. 

 But at the end of the day — every day — she felt that she had a responsibility 

to her community.  The few old dears who were her only pre-lunch clientèle 

relied on her for company and conversation, as well as cuts.  She brought a 

much-needed service and even-more-needed employment to the town, if only 

in the form of her half-hearted trainee Cherie Williams and old Mrs Vaughan 

the cleaner. 

 And that Mr Depp had, as yet, not made any of the necessary moves. 
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 "Here's yer tea, love." 

 Her half-hearted trainee put a pair of steaming mugs down on the side of 

basin number three and pulled up a chair to join her boss. 

 "We got much on this afto?" 

 "Not a lot, Cherie.  Mrs Smythe's coming in at three I think and old Mrs 

Jakeman some time.  You're doing her; it's a simple wash, slash and dry job.  

And there's usually a few drop-ins of a Wednesday.  Young Rosie Blunder's 

not been in for a while, come to think of it.  Nor your sister, Terri, come to 

think on.  How's she getting on in the world of high finance?" 

 "Ooh, she's a bit peed off, to tell the truth, Heather." 

 "How come?" 

 "Well you know she and her boss, Mr Jardine, were having a bit of a thing?" 

 "Aye, but then again most of the prettier young lasses round here have had 

a bit of his thing." 

 "Well I haven't and I'm not interested; me and Bobby are too happy to rock 

any boats." 

 "Give it time, love; give it time.  Old Jezzer hasn't had me either, though he 

did try it on once." 

 "Really?  I'd have thought you were a bit old for him … no disrespect." 

 "None taken.  I agree he goes more for the bimbos, but it was a while back.  

He was just making a name for himself — in all senses of the word — and 

trying it on with anything that moved.  And I was a bit younger and fresher 

then.  Before I wore myself out trying to run a bloody hair salon.  But what's 

this about your Terri?  Surely she never expected to have him to herself?  Only 

his wife's under that illusion." 

 "So they say.  But it's this stuck up cow from London who's come up to 

make the area more prosperous, apparently." 

 "Tell me more.  More prosperous area, more prosperous salon.  Will I have 

to get in more state of the art equipment?  Could I do a deal with a top London 

stylist?" 

 "I've no idea.  Terri doesn't think there's much hope, not for a good few 

years.  This high-powered bitch seems upbeat, but we reckon it's just to justify 

bleeding the town dry and moving on." 

 "So what's Mr J's view then?" 

 "An enjoyable one, I think.  Terri says he can't take his eyes off her.  Oh, 

you mean the prospects for Wyberton hitting the big time?  She's not sure he 

really wants it to succeed." 

 "How come?" 

 "Part of him would love to be in the big time, but if this Cordover woman 

is anything to go by, he'd find it harder going both in the finance business and 

with monkey business.  Let's face it, even the Bleedin' Burghers round here 

aren't as sophisticated as they like to think, not compared to these 

Cosmopolitan types." 
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 "Bleeding Burghers, eh?  Like it," said Heather, confusing her assistant who 

thought that was the correct term.  "But they're all investing their easily-earned 

spondulicks in this scheme I suppose, via Jeremy J and this London woman?  

Nice you've got a sister with her ear to the ground." 

 "Oh yes.  Money talks, and Terri likes to earwig even if she can't join in the 

chat.  She reckons Mr J thinks Ms Cordover's playing hard to get, but we 

reckon she's just not interested in him." 

 "Who's not interested in who?" 

 Rosie Blunder came into the salon. 

 "Oh, hello Rosie.  Usual is it?  Cherie was just telling me about their Terri 

feeling left out by her boss's interest in a high-powered tart from London, 

who's trying to put Wyberton on the international map or something." 

 "Blimey, tell me more." 

 They did. 

 "But Cherie's not jealous at all," concluded Heather Hanway; "'cos she and 

Bobby D are all lovey-dovey sweetness and light." 

 "Ah, that's sweet," said Rosie. "I haven't seen you two around so much 

recently, I wondered if something was up." 

 "Er, no," said Cherie, hesitantly.  "He has had to go away on some jobs or 

training courses or something lately.  Means he's not here every weekend and 

when he is he's busy a lot of the time.  But that means he can earn more for 

our future, dunnit?  And we might need all we can get," she added, sorta sotto 

voce. 

 "Funny you should say that, love," said Ms Blunder, not noticing the aside. 

"My Dad's been away a lot lately too.  I mean, as  a coach driver he goes on 

quite a few trips normally, but he seems to be away even more than usual — 

and sort of … secretive about it these days.  Must be good business though, he 

was talking about being able to buy a new bus for his 'fleet'." 

 "Some fleet," laughed Heather;  "two minibuses and a clapped-out old 

coach!" 

 "That's the point though, innit?  If he is coming into some money he will 

have a fleet." 

 "Or at least a flotilla."  Heather Hanway had noticed her assistant's cryptic 

comment, but filed it away for detailed enquiries at a later date; for now, she 

just said, "Cherie love, stop looking so bashful and make Rosie a cuppa, there's 

a dear." 
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 "Wear an away strip?!" 

 "'Fraid so, Don.  Filberts Bottom play in black and white.  Lots of teams do, 

you know," announced Pete Sweet. 

 "Filberts Bottom?  I suppose they're The Bum Boys!" 

 "I somehow doubt that, Mick," said Tommy Lowder as the sniggers 

subsided in the Sprout and Badger.  "I'm sure they'll have heard that hilarious 

joke before, but if we'd rather not make any more enemies, I suggest we try to 

avoid saying stuff like that when we play them — if we play them, that is." 

 "If?!"  Manny Winters sounded surprised. "C'mon, Mr L, we can afford an 

away strip now, surely. We're fifteen grand up, aren't we, Mr Sweet?" 

 "Well, almost," answered Pete. "Less costs: travel and stuff.  Oh, and 

seventy-five quid." 

 "What's that for?" 

 "Got a final demand, Mr Lowder, didn't we?  The entry fee.  Thought I'd 

better pay it, keep it all legit and that." 

 "Legit?  We're hardly legit.  Without a ground we shouldn't be in the Cup at 

all!" 

 "Yes, we're painfully aware of that, young Trev," groaned Tommy.  "The 

expense isn't the issue.  It's the risks.  You hotheads seem determined to keep 

pushing our luck until it breaks.  Oh well, in for a penny, in for a custodial 

sentence (shut up …).  We can always claim we assumed we were OK when 

the invite came in, or the onus was on the FA to check — something like that.  

Anyway, you look in the files for the official away strip, Pete.  Denny, Ferry, 

I trust Krebs Klothing can knock us up a set at a good price within the week?  

Great.  Reg, you arrange some training jogs round the park every evening — 

yes, guys: every evening!  If you insist on carrying on, we might as well go 

down with all guns blazing — or at least looking a bit less like the slobs we 

really are.  And Arthur, you deal with the logistics." 

 "The what?" 

 "Work out how to get us there and back." 

 "Oh yeah, sure. Where is this place, Pete?" 

 

*  *  * 
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 'This place' was half a day's drive away.  It shouldn't have been, but the 

torrential rain and gale force winds which caused many a higher level game to 

be abandoned that day delayed their journey.  But what it couldn't do was 

break the bulldog spirit that characterizes British non-league footie.  The rain 

abated half an hour before kick-off, and, as neither team nor the officials had 

any desire to prolong the agony to another day, all agreed that the proceedings 

should … well, that they should  proceed.  That, after all, is what proceedings 

do. 

 Allowing the heady heights of fourth round qualifying to go to their 

collective heads, Filberts Bottom had arranged pre-match and half time 

entertainment in the form of a hastily cobbled together set of cheerleaders 

from the nearby teacher training college.  Unfortunately, with the state of the 

pitch, this rapidly began to look more like mud wrestling, much to the 

amusement of the few lads who'd braved the elements and turned up.  The 

game itself was hardly any more edifying. 

 Unused to playing in their puce and green quartered strip, Spayne found 

themselves repeatedly passing the ball to their humbug-striped opponents.  

But as both teams were equally unused to playing in a swamp situated in a 

wind tunnel, few of those passes reached their targets, while most were easily 

picked up by fellow Wanderers. 

 

*  *  * 

 

 All were agreed, when both teams were gathered in the public bar of the 

Fettler's Rest, that it was the climatic conditions that allowed the Wanderers' 

superior levels of incompetence to carry the day.  No one was in any doubt 

that, had Bobby Deller's 'strike' from all of three metres out been remotely on 

target, the wind would have blown it way off course, rather than straight 

between the posts for the game's only goal. 

 "Arr, that were the most fun I've ever had in a swamp," said the Filberts' 

captain with a laugh, as he accepted another pint from Pete Sweet's winnings 

kitty.  "Fair play to you guys and good luck next round.  We wuz amazed to 

get this far." 

 The atmosphere was indeed most convivial, which was not without its 

problems.  Arthur Blunder, denied benefit of alcohol, wondered how soon he 

could get his bus back on the wet and windy road; and Tommy Lowder 

worried whether some lubricated tongues might somehow say the wrong 

things to some very wrong people. 

 Richard Plowright might well have qualified for the latter rôle.  Recognising 

him as one of the hardy spectators and noticing that he had a habit of muttering 

things into his mobile phone, as he had done throughout the game, Lowder 
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moved to isolate him from his less guarded team mates.  He might after all be 

a reporter for the local paper. 

 "Hello there," said the young man.  "I'm a reporter for the local paper.  

Plowright's the name." 

 "Plowright?" said Tommy with a knowing smile.  "That's an odd name for 

a local paper." 

 "Ha ha, yes.  It's the Southern Sentinel.  I'm Richard Plowright.  And you 

are?" 

 "Indeed I am.  You can call me Tommy.  Head coach." 

 "Well, you might not believe this, Tommy Headcoach, but it's a special 

privilege for me to meet you chaps." 

 "That's nice to know, young man."  Tommy Lowder's voice betrayed his 

suspicion. 

 "Your voice betrays your suspicion, sir, but I can and will explain.  When I 

told my old man I was going to cover a match between the Bum Boys …" 

 The spray of Tommy's beer fell just short of the younger man's jacket. 

 "Sorry; just a little local joke …  When Dad heard that Filberts Bottom were 

drawn against Spayne Wanderers in the FA Cup, he were amazed.  He's in a 

home and not so mobile these days, but if the weather had been any less dire, 

he'd have moved heaven and earth — or at least his mobility scooter — to get 

to the match." 

 "He's heard of us, then?" 

 "Rather.  Apparently his Ma was a Tinglebotham, if that means anything to 

you." 

 "It does indeed.  Related to Ernest of that ilk, I presume?" 

 "Little Sister of Ernest of that very ilk, in fact.  But he thought the Badgers 

had folded years back." 

 "Well … not quite," said Tommy, as a sinking feeling grew at the pit of his 

stomach.  "Our almost-glory days may be well behind us, but what you might 

call a loyal core keeps the black and white flag flying, on … somewhere near 

Badger Hill." 

 "Can't be all bad then as long as you have a core of supporters then." 

 "Supporters?" snorted Lowder.  "I meant players.  We do get the odd 

nostalgic Grandad turning up to away games, I suppose." 

 "Away games?" 

 Tommy Lowder swallowed some Cordwangler's Mild the wrong way.  

When he recovered he 'corrected' himself — he hoped convincingly. 

 "I mean as well as home ones — they're that ruddy keen!  But what's the 

circulation of this paper of yours, then?" 

 "We cover a pretty wide area, though it's not densely populated with readers, 

I must admit.  To reword that, we cover a wide area that's pretty and populated 

with dense readers." 
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 "Not a return to national fame for Spayne then?" 

 "Sorry, doubt it.  Not even if my piece gets accepted." 

 "If?" 

 A note of hope crept into Tommy Lowder's voice and was swiftly 

misinterpreted by the aspiring hack. 

 "Don't get your hopes up, sir, please," he said.  "It'll be good exercise for 

me to write a longer article about our famous visitors, and it’ll thrill the aged 

P.  It might also be something to include with the cv when I aim for higher 

things; it may surprise you to know I have no intention of staying at the 

Sentinel any longer than I have to.  Thing is my current editor's not so keen on 

sporting stories taking up valuable space  that could be used for agricultural 

matters or his personal feud with the rural district council concerning their 

road maintenance policies.  And yes, you probably do detect a tinge of 

bitterness in my discourse." 

 Tommy Lowder hadn't detected any tinges at all.  Tommy Lowder had been 

too preoccupied with fears of widespread exposure and was now equally 

distracted by a sense of impending relief.  He took out his handkerchief and 

mopped unseasonal sweat from his brow. 

 "No," continued Plowright; "you'll be lucky if I get space to give the goal 

scorer's name under the result.  Deller, wasn't it?" 

 "That's right.  Deller, R." 

 "Got it.  But I could e-mail you my article anyways.  And Dad's going to be 

so made up that you won — and I got to meet you." 

 "How nice," said Tommy Lowder with genuine feeling.  "Give him our best 

wishes and say we're sorry we didn't have time to visit him — maybe one day.  

In the meantime … what can I tell you?" 
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 Wee Ron O'Hay stomped off the stage, his overlong black kilt flapping and 

his DMs drowning out the desultory sound of fourteen hands not clapping. 

 "Wee Ron O'Hay, there," shouted the unflappable compère, 'Jolly' Jim 

Jardine.  "All the way from bonny fucking Scotland — anybody in from 

Kirkcaldy?" 

 "Aye; me, ye cunt!" called O'Hay's voice from offstage. 

 "Yeah, apart from you, you stupid bleedin' Smelly!"  All right — anybody 

in from Zurich?" 

 This time the silence from the wings matched that made by the seven people 

dimly discernible in the gloom of the auditorium. 

 "No?  Well, that's that joke fucked.  Again.  OK, any Koreans in?     South 

or North?     No?" 

 "One day …" he muttered, ruefully. 

 "What about Cumbeslobodians, Drebnitch?" came an accented voice from 

the shadows. 

 "What about 'em, Fuckface?  Of course there are bloody Cumbeslobodians 

in.  Where would this bloody 'cultural centre' be without 'em?  Not to mention 

our wonderful flannelling industry, which is the international wonder of the 

world of personal hygiene.  Let's hear it for the People's Ruddy Republic." 

 This time there was an audience response of sorts, though even the whoops 

of the heckler and his two companions did little to enliven the proceedings. 

 "Brilliant.  'Cept I ain't got any Cumbeslobodia-based jokes, have I?" 

 "And what is this 'Smelly'?" 

 "Smelly Sock … Jock.  A Scotsman, you thick twat."  Never one to worry 

about losing an audience he could never be said to have found in the first place, 

Jardine had long since settled for taking his frustration out on them in advance. 

 "But we do have a celebrity in tonight, ladies and gentlemen," he continued.  

"Yes, everybody's who's nobody's been here to the Birchwode, and tonight's 

no exception.  Not a face we see very often at the Centre's Comedy, Craic and 

Curry nights, thank fuck: a leading light of Wyberton's teeming financial 

district, and my own second cousin not-far-enough-removed, Mister Jeremy 

Jardine.  And I see an unfamiliar companion too — Tom, can we have a light 

on … fuck me; we're punching above our weight tonight, aren't we cuz?  And 

what's your name, sugar? 

 "I'm not your fucking sugar," hissed Sarah Cordover. 

 "Ah, what a sweet name," replied Jim, unfazed.  "So, Ms Notchia 

Fückinschugger, which country does that name originate in?" 
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 "Not so much a country, more the last fifty years, you moron." 

 "No need for formalities here, miss.  You can call me Jim." 

 "Twat." 

 "Pronounce it how you will, darlin'."   

 Tempting though it was to go on with what he thought was hilarious banter, 

'Jolly' Jim decided he should cut out now, while he still had both testicles, and 

press on with what he had the nerve to call his act. 

 "Anyway, a funny thing happened to me this afternoon — but it'd be wasted 

on you bozos." 

 "That's Mister McBozo to you, ye Sassenach bawbag," O'Hay's drunken 

voice bellowed from the front stalls, where he'd just lurched into a seat.  "Why 

don't ye just fuck off back home?" 

 "'Cos this is my home, you foreign bastard!  But I am gonna fuck off anyway, 

'cos it's time for your next act.  Ladies and Gentlemen, it gives me great 

pleasure, but I'm not allowed to do it on stage — bloody restraining orders.  

So I'll just have to introduce a theatrical team thingy …" 

 "Collective!" screamed a voice from the wings. 

 "Yeah, what he said.  A local outfit you all know and loathe, of whom it has 

been said, 'They redefine all known concepts of agitprop drama and post-

modern comedy'.  Though to be fair, I think it was them that said it; The 

Spayne and Spigwell Advertiser said they were a pile of soot — I think that's 

what ess-star-star-tee stood for, anyway." 

 "Fuck you, Jardine," said the noises off. 

 "Join the queue, Sid, join the queue.  Laddies and Germs, without further 

ado, please welcome your very own Gobshites!" 

 

*  *  * 

 

 Sarah Cordover was struggling to find a positive angle to what she'd just 

witnessed. 

 "To be honest, Jeremy, I'm struggling to find a positive angle to what I've 

just witnessed.  The nearest thing to wit I've seen all evening is the graffiti on 

the poster outside, where Craic's been changed to Crap.  Is that moron really 

a relative of yours?" 

 "I'm afraid so.  A distant one — though the one thing I agree with 'Jolly' 

Jim on is that he's never distant enough.  He did go up to the Edinburgh 

Festival a year or two ago, but even then I ended up having to get him out of 

jail." 

 "A jail break?!  At least there's some excitement then." 

 "No, just a bail and binding over job.  Seems he'd been unable to book a 

proper venue — even the Fringe has some standards — so he'd broken into a 

potting shed behind a house in the suburbs whose owners were on holiday and, 
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as Mickey Rooney used to say, done the show right there.  He'd changed his 

name to Andy Liver for the run." 

 "Dare one ask why?" 

 "Believe it or not, because he was hoping to play the Stand comedy venues 

and call the show …" 

 "Stand Andy Liver?!" 

 "Got it in one.  Undeterred, he renamed it Potting Shed Andy Liver and just 

scribbled out the original name on his already scrappy flyers.  Then he got 

cautioned for attacking people on the Royal Mile who refused to take them off 

him, and ended up resorting to paying people to come to his show, saying it 

was part of the Negative Fringe — one step down from the Free Fringe.  Then 

the owners returned home and called the police." 

 "Bloody Hell.  I suppose this is something along the lines of Andy Kaufman, 

Man in the Moon stuff?  Deconstructed comedy, situationist happenings, 

intentionally 'bad'?" 

 "Oh no, I doubt he's even heard of those guys.  He really thinks he's funny 

and audiences just don't get him.  He thinks he's just wasted on them." 

 "Well, he's not totally wrong there — he certainly seemed wasted.  Not that 

that offensive little Scottish shit went down much better." 

 "They do say Scottish humour doesn't always travel well." 

 "I’d rather it hadn't travelled at all.  Kirkcaldy is welcome to him.  And what 

was that Gobshite stuff all about?  I'd heard they were bad, …" 

 "… but they surpassed all expectorations?" 

 "Don't you bloody start!"   Nonetheless a reluctant smile played enticingly  

in the vague vicinity of the Cordover lips, adding to Jeremy's desire as much 

as his feeble gag had diminished any she might have been in danger of feeling. 

 

 No one had bought a programme. If they had, they'd have learned that the 

Gobshites' performance was a scathing indictment of the neoliberal patriarchal 

world hegemony, but it would probably still have left the audience equally 

confused, not least as to how a cutting edge piece of radical feminism could 

still feature so much gratuitous female nudity.   

 Though Pontok Klopp did get down to a pair of grubby Y-fronts at one point, 

it was Mary Jane Tooley who found herself being pushed repeatedly across 

the stage in a wheelbarrow by Sid Gobbett.  She was far from convinced that 

making a number of these transits in nothing but her socks was a valid way to 

critique the oppression of women.  It didn't help that Sid, in what he described 

grandiloquently as the final peripeteia, insisted on keeping on his boxer shorts 

on while she wheeled him, apparently unconscious and bleeding, across the 

stage.  But Sid simply insisted that the piece was 'a society-shaking blow on 

behalf of fourth wave feminism', and that Mary Jane was just a stupid girl who 

should keep her mouth shut and her kit off for the sake of all her sisters. 
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 Incidentally, the fact that, whatever else they shed, the whole cast always 

kept their socks on was not a tribute to Seventies' porn films but to the 

inadequacy of the Birchwode Centre's heating system on a chilly October 

night. 

 Meanwhile, the concept of wheeling a woman forced into diverse costumes 

and attitudes by the oppressive masculine hierarchy, while advertising slogans 

for beauty products and statistics regarding sexual abuses were declaimed 

through megaphones by men in suits and parkas respectively, necessitated a 

number of rapid costume changes for both Gobbett and Tooley.  This in turn 

resulted in much contortion and confusion, which could have brought the tiny 

audience much slapstick comic relief, had it not taken place in the wings.  As 

it was, all they heard were grunts and oaths and the occasional slap of 

backsides coming into violent contact with the boards.  On stage, their fellow 

performers did their best to fill in the gaps by repeating lines, ad libbing or 

coughing and fidgeting nervously.  It did at least lend an air of intrigue to the 

evening.  Anyone still present and paying attention by the end might have 

wondered whether the final crossing, in which Mary Jane wore a frilly shirt 

and kipper tie, while Sid was squeezed into a worse-fitting and half-fastened 

corset was symbolic or merely shambolic. 

 "I did wonder wondered whether the final crossing, in which that poor girl 

wore a frilly shirt and kipper tie, while the man pushing her was squeezed into 

a worse-fitting and half-fastened corset was symbolic or merely shambolic," 

confessed Sarah Cordover, as the pair walked along the riverside promenade. 

 "God only knows," said Jeremy, eager to agree with her and not finding it 

at all difficult: "and I suspect even He's not sure." 

 "The whole thing was like a throwback to those awful Nineteen-seventies 

agitprop shows — by somebody who can't throw very well." 

 "Yeah.  Anything they could do, we can do worser.  Bet you feel like giving 

up on Wyberton after that."  He edged closer to her as they walked. 

 She edged away, apparently preferring the risk of a late night ducking to 

anything that might rhyme with that. 

 "Not me.  I relish a challenge." 

 So do I, he thought and both mused in silence, thinking how pleased the 

task ahead should therefore make them. 

 And wondering why it didn't. 
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 "Where?" 

 "'On a wayside track in the shadow of the dark mass of Penhursthowe Hill, 

on the shore of small but perfectly formed Poltarnmere Lake, the village of 

Wickhamthorpstead is easily missed by the traveller intent on completing his 

journey to the Six Towns of Stoke-on-Trent.  But it is a charming place, a 

haven of peace a stone's throw from the busy highway…'" 

 "What have  you been drinking, Pete?" asked Terry Perry. 

 "Aye, lad, I'm not sure waxing lyrical is quite you," added Tommy Lowder.  

"What are you on about?" 

 "Wickhamthorpstead.  I found it in an old guide book online.  It's where our 

next game is.  First round proper, an' all that.  Eighteen grand if we win this 

one!" 

 "Aye and a blessed relief if we don't.  First round proper, you say?  How do 

we keep that out of the bloody papers?" 

 That need not be so difficult, as Young Trev explained in excessive detail.  

Not only would no one outside the area notice a result in a local rag, it's a 

common practice bordering on cliché for the national press and broadcasters 

to pick a team from the lower echelons each year so as to follow their progress 

in the world's oldest and greatest yadda yadda yadda.  When deciding which 

teams to follow, relative obscurity had to be balanced against at least a 

smidgeon of a chance of progressing for a few rounds. Not only was it 

important that the chosen location be well stocked with hostelries, hacks for 

the use of, but most important was the possibility of finding the ruddy place 

on a map. 

 Meanwhile Pete's extensive research had shown that 'The Wickermen' had 

been equally ignored and equally jammy in their route to the giddy heights of 

Round One proper.  Unlike Spayne Wanderers this was their first time ever 

past qualifying.  Unlike Spayne Wanderers all their games had been drawn at 

home, where their bumpy and sloping pitch may have given them some 

advantage, for, also unlike Spayne Wanderers, they did have a just-about-

eligible ground. 

 

 And it was into the field alongside this just-about-eligible ground, on the 

appointed day in November, that Arthur Blunder steered what he now called 

the team coach.  And Tommy Lowder, who also called himself by that title 

ushered them off the bus and into the garden shed labelled 'Visitor's Changing 

Rooms', hissing as he did so: 

 "Don't even mention that bloody apostrophe, Young Trev." 
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 The players and supporters of Wickhamthorpstead Village were familiar 

with the expressions of bemusement, amusement or even abuse from visiting 

teams on first seeing the state of their pitch.  Naturally the slope, the 

unevenness and the sparseness of the turf (some of which was possibly grass) 

all drew comment, but the first thing that caught the eye was the notorious 

hedge that ran almost the full length of the north-east touchline, making run-

ups for corners and throw-ins impossible and life for assistant referees 

extremely hazardous. 

 As a result, they were not remotely surprised by the outbreak of General 

Hilarity among Spayne Wanderers, as they took their first look at the pitch.  

They little suspected that this was born of familiarity. 

 "They've got a bloody hedge!" cried Don Simonson. 

 "Yeah, we're stuck with that," said the home captain. "Neighbouring 

property, you see.  To qualify for competitions we needed to have the South-

west Stand.  That made the pitch too narrow unless we extended it to within a 

foot or so of Farmer Robinson's bloody hedge.  Hope it doesn't put you off 

your game at all."  He smiled his customary sly smile. 

 "Oh no.  In fact we have … we're used to … we'll manage, I'm sure."  Don 

took the hint of his manager's frantic mouth-zipping gestures and went in to 

get changed, leaving their hosts smug and unsuspecting. 

 

* * * 

 

 So used were the Wickermen to letting their pitch do half their work for 

them, that they were two goals down before realising that their opponents 

actually revelled in the conditions. 

 When the ball popped up off a molehill, as it so often did in Mr Vaughan's 

garden, it was Len Burgess who volleyed it neatly to the centre and their 

defender who missed it and flew into the hedge which the Badgers were used 

to avoiding at the Snodgrass house.  Meanwhile, Bobby Deller, turning his 

head to get a better view of the mishap, flicked the ball off his left temple and 

it flew past the equally distracted goalkeeper and between the posts. 

 "That's what you get for resting in your laurels," said Mick, as he helped the 

Wickerman out of the hedge. 

 "Actually, it's a hawth… I'll shut up." 

 "You're learning, Young Trev," laughed Terry Perry, as they ran back for 

the restart. 

 

 The legendary Brian Clough once said that, "if God had wanted us to play 

football in the clouds, he'd have put grass up there."  The Wickhamthorpstead 

pitch suggested that He wasn't too keen on it being played on the ground either.  

But Spayne were as used to an aerial game as their opponents, not just down 

to familiarity with uneven playing surfaces but also inadequate ball control 
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skills.  After all, Mr Snodgrass had a lawn roller, and the village pitch betrayed 

no familiarity with such an object. 

 Thus it was the chest of Ferry Kreb which intercepted the speculative 

Wickhamthorpstead cross, and his right foot which flipped it up and towards 

his brother.  Denny, panicking at the approach of opponents from assorted 

angles, sent a long-ball volley down the pitch in the vague — very vague — 

direction of Bobby Deller. 

 Where it actually flew was nearer to Young Trev, who performed rapid 

trigonometrical, parabolic and binomial calculations, concluding, a few 

seconds after the ball had passed over his head, that there would have been no 

point his even attempting to jump the 1.642 metres into the air required to 

make contact.  He also judged that it was pointless to set off in pursuit, when 

a defending player was already converging on its projected point of contact 

with the earth. 

 Said defender a rather lumbering farm hand, less given to calculations, 

pedantry or sprightliness, simply ran into what instinct told him was the most 

probable path of the ball, while his goalkeeper, wary of the random effects of 

the terrain, positioned himself to cover other angles.  Both men were dimly 

aware of the rapid approach of Bobby Deller, but felt sure that the ball would 

be dealt with long before he arrived. 

 Which would have been the case, had the lofted sphere not come down on 

an uneven tussock and begun a series of bounces more in keeping with one of 

the oval ball games.  First it took a violent lurch to one side and away from 

the goal line.  As the wrong-footed defender floundered and the keeper tried 

to adjust his position, it then found a more even area to land.  But the spin 

imparted by its previous contact caused it to veer unpredictably even then, 

taking it almost but not quite into the path of the attacker.  But none of the 

Wickermen was too concerned, as a second back, rushing in from the direction 

of the hedge, was still odds on favourite to reach and clear the ball. 

 But every bookie knows that there are no certainties, especially on dodgy 

ground.  Two more of those stubborn protuberances the Wickhamthorpstead 

groundsman did so little to alleviate, came to the visitors' aid.  One caused the 

ball to pop vertically into the air once more, just as another connected with 

Deller's left boot and sent him flying.  For a second time his head connected 

inadvertently with the ball and sent it goalwards.  Seeing it lose momentum 

on its way, all defending Wickermen rushed towards it, but goalie and right 

back reached their destination at the same moment.  The resulting collision 

sent both men sprawling, as the ball ricocheted between them as if in a pinball 

machine.  They recovered their senses just in time to hear the referee's whistle 

blow and see him pointing to the centre spot. 
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 It is a time-honoured and sensible tactic in many sports to sit back and 

defend a lead.  Some games have seen teams go on with a scoring spree.  

Others have been thrown away when the losing side has staged a comeback, 

their opponents being unable to return to their attacking rhythm.  But generally 

teams will succeed in soaking up pressure and tiring the opposition, while 

conserving their own energy. 

 And this is what happened in the case of Wickhamthorpstead Village v. 

Spayne Wanderers.  If the truth be told, the Badgers sat back in their own half 

for the last hour of the game because they had little energy left to conserve, 

but as the home side were not exactly paragons of physical fitness, tiring them 

out took no effort at all.  Every attack not thwarted by a random bounce or 

missed pass tended to flounder as a result of eleven black and white defenders 

crowded into the penalty area, and doing very little.  No dubious tackling was 

necessary, so any over expressive falls or screams brought nothing from the 

referee but a stern warning about diving.  Every intercepted ball was 

unceremoniously booted up the field and preferably into the hedge.  The 

frustrated attackers were further discombobulated by the triumphant chorus of 

Snodgrass! whenever it lodged high up in the hawthorn, and the linesman had 

to give the ballboy a leg up to retrieve it. 

 Notwithstanding this tactical negativity, the second half was not without 

incident or entertainment value; the vagaries of the pitch saw to that.  In fact 

a couple of trips by Arthur Blunder and Denny Kreb meant that their heads 

fortuitously prevented the same number of goals as Mr Deller's had scored.  

And in the closing minute of extra time an overexcited Cumbeslobodian 

defender decided on a bit of grandstanding.  As the ball went loose, so did 

Feretok Kreb, venturing outside the box and venturing a backflip and overhead 

kick to prevent the ball going out for a corner kick.  Unfortunately this only 

resulted in a sprained shoulder from a clumsy landing, another stream of 

invective from his brother and a volleyed compensatory goal from the 

Wickermen's startled centre-forward. 

 But the day was still to the Wanderers by two goals to one.  After making 

long-drive-home excuses to their exhausted opponents, the long drive home 

was enjoyed by ten very satisfied Spayne Wanderers and endured by one very 

worried Tommy Lowder. 

 This could not go on. 

 Surely?  
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 "Whee!!  Run away! 

 Though the egg had missed him by a couple of feet, Bobby Deller's own 

clumsy plates slid on its spreading contents and flipped him onto his backside 

on the Snodgrass Prize Lawn.  He lay there groaning and clutching his ankle. 

 "Sorry I'm late.  I found these." 

 Reg Molestrap came through the gate in the hawthorns, the ear of a young 

teenage boy grasped firmly between each thumb and forefinger. 

 "Get off me, you paedo bastard! 

 "Yeah, you tell him, Mandy!" 

 "Mandy?!!!" chorused most of the team. 

 "It's short for Mandelbrot, you ignorami!" said the younger Binkley in a 

superior tone. 

 "The plural is ignoramuses.  Ignoramus is a verb form in Latin and it's 

already plural.  'We don't know'.  So the noun in English …" 

 "Exactly," interrupted Tommy Lowder.  "Thanks young Trev.  So who's the 

ignoramus now, Mandy?" 

 "Who cares? We're going to tell on you, aren't we, Melk?" 

 "Don't tell me — Melkersson-Rosenthal," said Young Trev, only half joking. 

 "You're joking, aren't you?" replied the boy, only half wrong. 

 "It's Melchior of course," said his brother. "And what's your name short for? 

Trev … Trev … Trevpoopants?" 

 For once Young Trev remained silent, deeming a response unnecessary.  

Reg Molestrap, on the other hand, thought some sarcasm might not go amiss. 

 "Ah, the fruits of an expensive private education," he said.  "So, you're going 

to tell my good friend Mr Snodgrass what, exactly?  That you've been 

throwing eggs into his garden while he's out?" 

 "Sod that.  He'll be more pissed that a load of strangers play footie on his 

Prize Lawn, I reckon." 

 "You think, he doesn't know, you daft hobbledehoy?" snapped Reg.  "You 

think we just sneak in here without their permission, while they're out at her 

mother's?" 

 His bluff was unconvincing and easily called by the older Binkley boy. 

 "We fucking know you do, 'cos he keeps trying to blame us for the mess you 

muthas leave behind, dumbass!" 

 "OK, OK, let's not just trade intergenerational insults," said Tommy Lowder, 

wishing he had his order-restoring pipe to hand, or even an old-school order-

restoring belt for their new acquaintances' backsides. "I'm sure we don't need 

to get carried away." 

 "We should carry these two away," suggested Mick with an unconvincing 

air of menace. 
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 "No, no; let’s try to remain civilised," said Tommy, as some of the Badgers' 

opponents came over to see what was delaying the start of the second half.  "If 

that fails, then we can dispose of them.  Where do you lads hail from?" 

 "That's easy," said a woman's voice. "They're the Binkley boys from next 

door.  Mandy's at school with my little brother, aren't you?" 

 "Fuck me — Sheryl Copley!  They're playing a girl's team!" 

 "We're a mixed team, you squitty little sexist throwback," said Ms Copley. 

"Wyberton Teacher Training College.  And we're two one up, if you must 

know." 

 "And now we're a man down," added Tommy.  "How's that ankle, Bobby.  

The big ga … we've got another game coming up soon.  Think you'll be match 

fit?" 

 "Match fat more like!" 

 "Piss off, Mick," said Deller, getting to his feet and walking around gingerly. 

"Yeah, it'll be fine, Mr Lowder.  Soon be good enough to kick this little bastard 

through that hedge, anyway." 

 "Just try it, you big oik," sneered Binkley Major. "You'll have enough 

trouble playing this 'big gay' of yours if you're banged up for trespassing. If 

you fancy adding assault and worse to that …" 

 "Now, now.  Calm down, sonny," said Tommy Lowder. "You lads strike 

me as the sort who'd stoop to blackmail like a shot if the price is right. Just say 

we did have a big game on in the New Year, who knows what we could get 

you in the way of VIP passes, meeting some famous people, that sort of 

thing …" 

 "Keep talking."  Melchior Binkley had no idea what he expected or what he 

could hope to gain, but 'keep talking' was the sort of things hard guys said in 

movies. 

 For his part, Tommy Lowder was just panicking and trying to buy time.  

Even if he could buy their silence for now, he knew that the silence of teenage 

boys is at best fragile.  And from the same films he knew that paying off a 

blackmailer once was never sufficient, but that murder would bring no more 

than a temporary, if satisfying, relief.  He decided to use psychology, to appeal 

to a sense of self-importance or some such. 

 "I'm sure we could come to some arrangement, young man.  In fact you 

could be a great help to us in our efforts — we'd see you right for it." 

 "Well, maybe;" the older Binkley was weakening at least.  "You scratch our 

backs, we'll report you to social services, that sort of thing.   Snodgrass is an 

annoying old miseryguts anyway." 

 

 So the match resumed for a shortened second half.  The two lads watched, 

jeered and made inappropriate comments about the female players, until 

teenage attention spans overcame all other considerations, and they wandered 

home to their bedrooms and their Grand Call of Theft or whatever, allowing 
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their unsuspecting 'rents to find them just where they'd last seen them when 

they set out after lunch. 

 

The Badgers even got a goal back. 

 

* * * 
from: JJFinance 
to: Sarah 
cc: LeadingBurghers 

 December review 
 
Salutations! 

As the festive season will soon be upon us (and already is, in all good retail 
businesses), a time when there is little point in trying to coordinate meetings with 
office parties and skiing trips, I thought I'd take this opportunity to recap our 
progress to date vis a vis the Grand Plan for Putting etc etc, to make sure we're 
on the same page of the hymn (or should I say carol?) sheet. 

Also I'd like to wish all and sundry Happy Holidays, or whatever one has to say to 
be politically inoffensive.   

As I'm sure all will appreciate there can be little tangible to show after only a few 
months since our Inaugural Meeting.  Nonetheless a considerable amount of 
research and brainstorming has already taken place between myself and 
Wizkydz representative on the ground, Ms Cordover.  This has given us some 
very clear ideas and a real sense that we in Wyberton are indeed 'On Our Way'. 

I've found our visitation events to green- and brown-field sites of potential 
interest, and the extensive appraisal we've been carrying out of all pre-existing 
cultural and commercial appurtenances in the conurbation and its hinterland to be 
very stimulating and thought provoking.  Concentrating as we have been on the 
potential rather than 'the story so far' has eventuated a very positive slant to the 
exercise.  I understand that you and your colleagues at Wizkydz will be preparing 
a report 

 

Also, before everywhere becomes too crowded with party-hatted drunks and you 
disappear off to London or wherever you're heading for your holiday season, I 
wonder if you'd fancy a quiet tete-a-tete over a bottle of wine and some tapas.  I 
should be able to get a quiet table for two at Taverna Albero.  We can explore a 
few ideas in more depth, if this suits. 

Jeremy Jardine 
JJFinance, Wyberton 
 

—— 
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from: s.cordover@wyzkidz 
to: JJFinance 
cc: LeadingBurghers 

 re: December review 
 
Jeremy Jardine et al 

Thank you for that résumé and I would just like to add a few observations of my 
own on behalf of Wyzkidz (note the spelling, Mr Jardine; please don't confuse us 
with Wizkydz, a distinctly amateurish outfit). 

We will indeed not be idle either side of the Year End Holidays.  A supplemental 
report will be issued with suggestions for further study and highlighting key areas 
for consideration or even preliminary investment. 

I would like to say that the feeling at this stage in the process is one of enormous 
untapped potential in the area, so we can all enjoy the season with a sense of 
great optimism for the future. 

I look forward to seeing you all again in the New Year. 

 

Sarah Cordover 
Wyzkidz Consulting and Promotions 

 
—— 

 
from: s.cordover@wyzkidz 
to: JJFinance 
cc:  

 re: December review 

Jeremy sans al (ie just you) 

You really need to go on a course of Management Speak for Dummies, don't you.  
Unnecessary verbiage is rather 1980s - but you know your people best.  Maybe it 
lends an air of importance that impresses your local bigwigs, so don't let me piss 
on your parade. 

As to your proposed business meeting, or tête-a-tête, as you prefer to call it, 
charming as it sounds, I will have a number of business meetings, or blowouts, 
as I prefer to call them, with colleagues and clients in a number of prestigious 
London venues over the coming weeks.  As I don't wish to jeopardise my 
attendance at any of these by being stuck in snow or storms on some provincial 
B-road, I shall be spending the next few weeks based in the metropolis. 

But I look forward to seeing you again in the New Year and we can communicate 
by mail or Skype if necessary.   

And my best Festive wishes to your dear lady wife, lol. 

À bientôt 

Sarah 

—— 
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from: Councillor Ernest Binkley 
to: JJFinance 
cc: ConsortiumWallahs 

 re: December review 
 
Jardine  
 
So in summary, 'not a lot', eh?  Well, only to be expected in the time scale.  And 
what's all that waffle about?  Appurtenances? Visitation events?!  Makes you 
sound a complete tosser, man! 
 
Look forward to hearing more in the new year.  As you say, lots of booze-ups and 
other stuff around now. Though I'm at an age when it's more about sorting the 
kids' overpriced presents and what to do with the memsahib's mater on Boxing 
Day. 
 
As to the quiet tete a tete, I'd love to come but I don't see how you're going to get 
all us Leading Burghers round that intimate table for two.  You forgot you were in 
a mail with a 'cc', didn't you, you silly arse!  You want to watch your step there, 
young fellow. Can't blame you for trying though, what?  Charming filly! 

And sod that politically correct balderdash: This isn't Islington, thank God!  Merry 
Christmas! 

Ernest 

 

* * * 

 

 A stretch of the Wibbleside Walkway, in Wyberton.  SHARON TOOLEY is 

sitting on a bench reading a book  She is wrapped up warmly as it is a bright 

but chill December day.  JOCASTA JARDINE enters, walking, equally but more 

expensively insulated. Immediately after MARY MOLESTRAP, wife of Reg, enters 

from the other side, jogging.  She is wearing ill-assorted items of jogging gear 

and a woolly hat.  Almost colliding with JOCASTA, she stops by the bench, 

breathless. 

 

 

MARY:  Oh, hello there.  It's … it's … er … 

JOCASTA:  Jocasta.  Jocasta Jardine.  Have we met? 

MARY:  Probably not.  I just wanted an excuse to stop.  I'm sure I've seen you 

around. 

JOCASTA:  It's a small town.  Too small, some might say.  New to the exercise 

lark, are you? 

SHARON: [looking up] Oh, hello Mary.  Good heavens, you do look sporty all 

of a sudden! 
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MARY:  I feel not unlike a fool.  But my husband Reg who has always liked 

his kickabout with the lads has suddenly become almost fitness mad.  Out 

'training' most nights.  I had my suspicions at first but Rosie Blunder told me 

he's been with her father who is on a similar kick.  They've taken to going on 

some sort of outings almost every other week.  I can't think what's got into 

them.  Men are such strange creatures. But in a way it's shamed me into trying 

to improve my own health and figure. 

JOCASTA:  You should join the gym.  I have a membership card at No Spayne, 

No Gayne.  It's quite good there.  The juice bar is very nice.  My Jeremy 

thinks Wyberton could do with something better, if it's to develop as a 

modern urban centre. 

SHARON: I hear Ruth Benbow's started a new place at the end of Saundergate.  

Jesting Pilates, a comedy and fitness club. 

JOCASTA:  What a silly woman Miss Benbow is.  That will go the way of all 

her other mashed-up projects no doubt.  Where does she get her ideas?  What 

was that pizza and cake diner she tried?  

SHARON: Il Gateau Pardough or something like that.  She's off her trolley, that 

one.  But you have to give her marks for trying. 

JOCASTA:  Maybe, but I wouldn't waste my money on joining up, if I were you, 

Mrs …? 

MARY:  Molestrap: Mary Molestrap.  Thanks for the advice, but I don't know 

that I want to get that involved or commit to the expense of a gym.  Not yet 

at least.  For now I just think a little jog a few days a week would do me good.  

And encourage Reg too.  Our menfolk always like it if we show some interest 

in their activities, the dears. 

JOCASTA:  Really?  I always felt that my Jeremy simply likes a woman who's 

there for him when he comes home, a refuge and a break from both his work 

and his hobbies, whatever they might be.  But you're the second person of 

late to make me wonder about that.  Though when I asked him what he was 

involved in at work a couple of months ago, I wasn't sure whether my interest 

was a welcome surprise or a source of discomfort.  Perhaps I shouldn't rock 

the boat. 

SHARON: I'm all for rocking boats, though I have strong doubts about the value 

of doing so naked in a wheelbarrow. 

JOCASTA:  What?! 

MARY:  Oh, I heard about that.  Sharon's in some piece of modern theatre at 

the Birchwode, aren't you, dear?  I haven't mentioned it to Reg. I feared he 

and his friends might have gone for the wrong reasons and I doubt it would 

be my cup of tea. 
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SHARON: I can't see it being anyone's cup of tea, Mary, nor can I imagine what 

the right reasons might be.  It's a piece of avant-garde political theatre I'm in, 

Mrs Jardine.  I'm supposed to represent oppressed sisters everywhere by 

being pushed around a stage in a wheelbarrow by men.  I don't get to speak, 

but I appear in various symbolic costumes — but mostly in the nuddy.  

Except for my socks.  That's not symbolic, the floor's freezing in there. 

JOCASTA: Oh dear; I have never understood this feminism stuff at all.  I'm far 

from oppressed.  Certainly not enough to justify being naked in a 

wheelbarrow, though I'm sure you do it well. 

MARY:  So why are you doing it, love? 

SHARON: I have to start somewhere.  My cousin Sid talked me into it.  I so 

want to make it in the theatre.  The idea was to develop the show here, take 

it to the Edinburgh Fringe in the Summer and then who knows?  He said the 

exposure would be good for my career, but I didn't realise quite what sort of 

exposure he had in mind.  But if it gets me noticed, I could still realise my 

dream of going to Kirton one day. 

MARY:  Kirton?!  Surely my dear your sights are set on London?  The West 

End, the National Theatre?  Television. 

SHARON: I think more television is made in Kirton and Glasgow these days 

and Kirton is not without its theatre land.  I have been to London and I don't 

know but I worry I would find it too crowded and too expensive. 

JOCASTA:  I know what you mean.  Jeremy is doing well here but he'd have to 

step up a rung or two in the bigger cities.  Though I believe the work he's 

doing now is aimed at bringing more prosperity to Wyberton, Spayne and 

Spigwell.  But I wouldn't say no to a move to the smarter parts of Kirton 

myself.  Those canalside developments are pretty swanky. 

MARY:  I've often dreamed of going to live in Kirton!  I have family there, 

though we don’t visit them often.  I'm sure Reg could find work there, he's 

not that old and he has many strings to his bow.  Don't get me wrong, 

Wyberton has a lot going for it … 

SHARON: It does?  I'm sorry, to my mind it's a bit of a dead-end dump.  I have 

ambitions, I want to tread the boards and change the world.  Kirton may not 

be the oversized, overpriced capital but it has to have more potential for me 

than this shithole. 

JOCASTA: Well, I like it here.  It's where I was born, where I grew up.  I know 

quite a few people, some of them lovely.  I have a great life and a caring, 

hard-working, and I might even say devoted husband. 

[Sharon and Mary exchange knowing looks] 
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MARY:  Yes, many of us have observed Mr Jardine's devotion, Mrs Jardine.  

He's a well-known and well-respected local figure after all.  He was very 

attentive to me when Reg and I wanted mortgage advice. 

SHARON: Ah yes, and I think I saw him at our performance recently.  And he'll 

have seen a lot of me, of course. 

JOCASTA:  Yes, dear, he did mention that.  I don't think the show impressed 

him.  I think he felt rather sorry for you.  No doubt he sensed that your heart 

and soul weren't in it, even though everything else was. 

SHARON: So you weren't with him?  It's rather hard to tell from the stage but I 

didn't think … 

JOCASTA:  No, no; that was his colleague — well, a 'consultant' from London, 

apparently.  'A stuck up power dressing snooty bitch', he called her.  She has 

to be shown all the sights and places and what passes for culture and 

entertainment in order to assess the area.  He says it's a very well funded 

assignment, so it should be well worth it in the end but at the moment I think 

he finds it — and having her around all the time — rather tiresome. 

SHARON: [with thinly veiled sarcasm] Oh absolutely.  The things some people 

have to put up with. 

MARY:  [with even less thinly veiled sarcasm] You're a lucky woman, Mrs J. 

JOCASTA: [smugly, but with a hint of nascent doubt]  Aren't I just? 

 

* * * 

 

How about SWINE?  We're go the Swine? 

What the flipphng heck are you on about Alf? 

In the SWING! Bloods autoconnect! 

My grandsom turned mine off.  But wots SWING? 

Spayne Wanderers Institute of Nostalgic 

Grandads! 

Institut? Since when have we been a fliping institute? 

Better than Associating – SWANG? 

Alf, why do we want an acromym anywax? 

We're just some Nostalgic Grandads who like footy 
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We need a brand, Berry.  I'm a silver surfed, me. 

Bert!  Surfer!!! 

You're a berj, Alf! 

No. We gutta mote with the timer. Since I got my 

tablet its opened up whole worms of possibility 

Cans of them?  

What?  Oh shiv!  Worlds! 

Anyway I was thinking of a website.  Dead easy to 

set up apparel.  Apparatus.  Apparently! 

Wot the hel 4? 

Wot? 4? That's worse than autocorrect! 

I want to record the history of the Badges before 

it's totally forgotten.  Maybe even crowdfunk then 

for a comeback? 

Wot 4? In fact, wot crowd? 

Build them up again. Maybe get a ground ect 

Waste of time. Probablx too late.  When did you last 

see em? 

Kick about against Spigot Academy in November, 

wasn't it? 

Exactlx. Not heard from my nephev Pete since then. 

Doesnt reply to my e-maiks even 

Probable cop he cant read them! 

3 things Ale.  Like the archive idea.  & No chance of 

club ever restarting. 

That's only 2 thinks.  And I'm Alf. 

Soory. Oh aye. Other thing. Wot wos it? O yes. R u in 

yr room? 
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No, I'm in the lounger. Why? 

Cos that's where I am.  So why the f*** r we texting? 

Its an age thing, I support. ☺ 

* * * 

 "Goodbye, dear," said Mr Snodgrass. 

 "Goodbye, Mum," said Mrs Snodgrass. 

 "Goodbye, dears," said Annie Sutterton. 

 "Goodbye, Mother," said Mrs Binkley. 

 "Goodbye, dear," said Mr Binkley. 

 "What?" said Constance Sandholme. 

 "He said 'Goodbye, dear'," shouted Mrs Binkley. 

 "Fried ear?" queried Constance Sandholme.  "Who's got a fried ear?" 

 "GOOD … BYE … DEAR," bellowed Mr Binkley. 

 "Drive safely.  Have a good journey home," said Annie Sutterton. 

 "Thank you," said Mrs Snodgrass.  "See you next week." 

 "I hope your Prize Lawn is all right," said Annie Sutterton. 

 "Thank you," said Mr Snodgrass.  "I'm glad someone cares." 

 "Where are the boys?" asked Constance Sandholme. 

 "Oh for pity's sake," muttered Mr Binkley. 

 "We told you," yelled Mrs Binkley to the whole of Bickertoft; "We've left 

them at home.  Now they're old enough." 

 "If they're old enough," grumbled Mr Binkley.  "If we still have a home." 

 "Oh yes," said Constance Sandholme. "I must be getting old." 

 "You don't say," said Mr Binkley. 

 "Ernest!" hissed Mrs Binkley. 

 "Give them my love," said Constance Sandholme. 

 "We will," yelled Mr Binkley. 

 "They sent theirs," lied Mrs Binkley. 
 

—— 
 

 "Straight home?" asked Mrs Snodgrass. 

 "Oh yes, straight home," said Mr Snodgrass. 

 "Straight home?" asked Mrs Binkley. 

 "You're bloody right: straight home," said Mr Binkley. 

 "I want to check on my Prize Lawn," said Mr Snodgrass; "see if it's been 

dug up this time." 

 "I want to see what state the house is in," said Mr Binkley; "I'll be relieved 

if it hasn't burned down." 

 "You worry too much," said Mrs Snodgrass. 

 "You worry too much," said Mrs Binkley. 
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—— 
 

 "Bloody Hell!" exclaimed Mr Binkley. 

 "Bloody Hell!" exclaimed Mr Snodgrass. 

 "What is it," asked Mrs Binkley; "have they broken something?" 

 "What is it," asked Mrs Snodgrass; "more white markings?" 

 "No," said Mr Binkley. "The lazy little sods are still glued to their stupid 

games.  Haven't moved a bloody inch since we left!" 

 "No," said Mr Snodgrass. "Looks like they've moved into Bake-Off territory 

now.  Lawn's covered in bloody smashed eggs!" 
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15 

 
 "We're on our way to Kirton!" 

 "Which team, Pete?  Academicals or …?" 

 "Oh, just City." 

 "Bloody Hell!! Kirton City??!!!" 

 "Ah, not exactly.  But I had you going there, didn't I?!" 

 "Not me, you didn't.  City won't be in until the third round." 

 "Aye, but you always were a smartarse, Young Trev." 

 "Actually," Pete Sweet said as everyone mopped up their spilled drinks and 

retook their customary seats, "it's AFC City of Kirton …" 

 He surveyed the blank looks on all his colleagues' faces. 

 "Nobody?  Don't you lot take an interest in non-league footie?" 

 "Apart from our own games, not a lot," muttered Bobby Deller. 

 "And not much in them either," said Mick. 

 "Oi!  Who scored our last goal?" 

 "Terry, wasn't it?" said Young Trev.  "Sunday, 'Snodgrass Stadium', 53rd 

minute." 

 "All right, the one before that then.  'Gainst Wickywotsits." 

 "I was only joking, mate," said Mick.  "So what's with this Kirton outfit, 

Pete?" 

 "Well, you remember that time Kirton City got all those shares bought up 

by some foreign oligarchs?" 

 Tommy Lowder gave a heartfelt sigh.  "I dream  of Spayne Wanderers being 

bought up by oligarchs!  Or even somebody with a patch of land and a couple 

of grand to waste." 

 "Think we'd be going places then do you, Mr L.?" asked Manny. 

 "I know I'd be going places, I don't care about you lot!  I'd be off on an 

extended holiday as soon as someone else came in to run the ship, not that 

they'd want any of us in the crew.  But back to reality, back to the matter in 

hand;" and he pointed his pipe of authority at Pete Sweet. 

 "Yeah, well," the Secretary resumed, "some of the old-school Kirton fans 

objected to a commercial takeover by a family of foreign businessmen with 

no true interest in the beautiful game." 

 "Hah!" snorted Reg Molestrap.  "I think that's what’s known in commerce 

circles as 'pissing into the wind'." 

 "Aye, that's as maybe," said Pete, "but piss they did, and they got the dough 

together to get a ground, and founded a breakaway outfit, where they can still 

go of a weekend to watch football that's local and enthusiastic and played for 

the love of the game …" 
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 "And shite," said Mick. 

 "I don't doubt it," said Pete. "In fact, I bloody well hope so, 'cos we go there 

to play them a week Saturday." 

 "And this time," added Tommy Lowder tapping his pipe on the table, "we 

bloody well make sure we bloody lose!" 

 The grunts, groans and comments around the table represented a veritable 

spectrum of opinion.  Some took the attitude that the Wanderers, having come 

this far, should not give up now.  Others claimed that they were on a roll and 

even went so far as to suggest that this was a result of Divine Providence, 

Manifest Destiny and a smiling Dame Fortune; indeed, some warned that the 

will of heaven should not be opposed, lest dire prognostications should ensue. 

  To be fair though, the majority attributed this notion less to mystical 

inspiration than an excess of real ale.  More reasonable souls, on being 

informed that AFC City of Kirton had spent the last two seasons in the 

Conference, even challenging for a place in the big league, opined that the 

proverbial snowballs would last longer in Hell than they could possibly hold 

out in the match.  The best plan, they suggested, was to play as well as they 

could and try to keep the home side's goal tally down in double figures. 

 But, after their experiences to date, Tommy Lowder was in no mood to leave 

anything to chance. 

 "This'll be in the press, win or lose, like it or not.  There'll be a report in the 

Kirton locals, but as long as it seems like an ordinary defeat of some plucky 

little minnows by their local heroes, it needn't attract any more attention than 

that from the media's bottom-feeders — nor the viral video brigade.  It'd be 

nice to have some idea of our opponents' style and tactics before we start, just 

to be on the safe side; so we can lose without making our capitulation 

obvious." 

 "He means 'throwing the match', Bobby." 

 "Oh.  Thanks Trev." 

 "I think I can be helping with this," said Denetok Kreb. "My cousin Matros 

is visit from Plograk, capital of my country, and I take him to see Christmas 

Lights of Kirton next weekend.  If they play at home, and he is over slight 

sniffles, we can go to match; check out side." 

 "I'm sure they play outside, Denny," said Mick, earning himself a thump 

from Reg and the forfeit of buying the next round. 

 

* * * 

 

 "So why … (puff) … Mr Molestrap … (pant) … are we still training?" 

gasped Manny Winters on a cold December evening in Spigwell's unlit 

Wrangle Park.  "Especially me?  I'm the goalie.  I don't run much." 

 "You don't dive much or save much either, lad.  You could do with getting 

a bit fitter, couldn't you?  But Tommy thinks we should make an effort to go 
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out looking as though we tried.  'Specially if we want to look back on the 

experience with pride and not just amusement." 

 "I'll be happy if I can look back on it without a pacemaker." 

 "Come on, big fella.  This is probably the last time the Badgers will ever 

play in a proper competition.  A swan song, a last flourish, a gleam of light 

before the sun goes down for good.  Let's put on a good show and we can all 

go out with our heads held high and without arousing suspicion, triggering 

enquiries or losing those ill-gotten gains in the bank." 

 "Three or four thousand ill-gotten gains each, wasn't it, Mr M?"   

 Reg nodded. 

 "Well, when you put it like that …" 

 "That's the spirit, Manny," said Reg, slapping him heartily on the back. 

 "Oh; sorry, mate," he added, helping the goalie back to his feet.  "But come 

on — one last time round the park, then Len can let us out and lock the gates 

again, and we can repair to the Sprout for refreshment and tactics." 

 And with that he trotted back into the darkness to help Bobby Deller out of 

the bushes he'd just fallen into for the third time that evening. 

 

* * * 

 

 "OK, we all know what we need to achieve.  To that end, I'm suggesting we 

play a 2-7-0 formation." 

 "Bloody hell, what's that?!" said more than one voice. 

 "Whatever it is, it's a man short," said only one. 

 "I knew I could count on you to spot that, young Trev," said Tommy 

Lowder with a grin. "I was taking it as read that Mr Deller would have no idea 

where he was." 

 "Oi!" 

 "Don't worry, Bobby.  What Trev didn't spot was that I was, at least in part, 

joking." 

 "You're in a jovial mood tonight and no mistake Mr Lowder," said Terry 

Perry. 

 "Aye, I am that, lad.  Maybe I'm demob happy, because I can see the light 

at the end of this terrifying tunnel we've stumbled into." 

 "Nah," said Mick. "That's a bloke with a lantern coming to tell you the 

tunnel's collapsed." 

 "Ha bloody ha.  But yes, we've all had our fun.  Now we can look forward 

to the stultifying boredom of normality, where our only worries are being 

caught in Snodgrass or Vaughan's gardens." 

 Still unsure quite how jocular his manager was being, Arthur Blunder asked 

a question. 

 "Since when have we ever played anything you could remotely call a 

formation?" 
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 After the unsurprising but brief outburst of General Hilarity, Lowder 

continued. 

 "I wasn't being altogether serious, Arthur, but Kirton will be expecting us 

to play a defensive game.  Bog-standard amateur stuff, keep everyone in the 

box, try to keep them out, hope for a sudden break and a sucker punch goal.  

And they won't be remotely surprised that we don't do it very well and fail to 

take any chances they do offer us.   

 "But we don't want to risk a replay by blocking the goalmouth too well from 

the start, so seven or eight of us need to be a bit too far forward.  Then again, 

we don't want to risk catching them in an unintended offside trap either, hence 

Arthur and Ferry Kreb should stay pretty close to the goal line at all times." 

 Acknowledging thumbs up signs from both his backs with a nod, the 

Wanderers' coach took a large swig from his pint and started to wind up 

proceedings. 

 "So we're sorted.  Middle guys, run around like blue-arsed flies but don't do 

too much, defenders stay well back, but don't get in their striker's way — 

Wilkinson, wasn't it, Denny?  Manny make it look like you're trying to save a 

shot or six.  And Bobby — well, just don't have a rush of blood to the head 

and shoot at the goal.  Or anywhere.  Knowing our luck you could kick it back 

down the field and it'd bounce back in off the ref. 

 "All right, everyone?  Meeting adjourned." 

 

* * * 

 

 As the Blunder Bus thundered, or at least trundled, down the motorway 

towards Kirton, Bobby Deller seemed lost in thought, a place in which he got 

lost very easily. 

 "So what do I do again?" 

 "Bobby, Bobby, my boy," said an exasperated Manny Winters, "Mr Lowder 

told you this twenty times in the Sprout and Badger." 

 "Yeah, but that was days ago.  I've got a lot on my mind, haven't I?  

Christmas is coming …" 

 "… Your bird is getting fat …" 

 "Shurrup, Mick!  That's not official yet." 

 "Bloody Hell, Bobby boy, I was only kidding.  Are congratulations in 

order?" 

 "Fuck off.  I'm sworn not to tell.  It's just that Cherie was feeling neglected 

and suspicious like; she knows about the team but I didn't want her blabbing 

about this FA Cup stuff.  I kept making excuses — lots of seasonal repair work, 

training courses and that — but she started thinking I had a bit on the side.  So 

I made an effort to be more romantic, sort of thing  — throw her off the scent, 

like." 
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 "You should have just bought her some scent — much cheaper in the long 

run." 

 "Very helpful, Mick," said Pete Sweet. "This Cup stuff has thrown up some 

surprises, but I never saw that coming." 

 "Neither did sh…" 

 "Can it, Mick!" snapped Reg Molestrap. "OK, Bobby, we'll all keep mum 

— sorry, bad choice of words — we'll keep schtumm about it for now.  Let's 

get back to the matter in hand.  It's dead simple.  Manny doesn't make too 

much effort to keep the ball out of the net, the guys in the middle make even 

less to keep possession and on the off chance that the ball does come anywhere 

near you, you make no effort whatever to score." 

 "Unless we're already umpteen goals down." 

 "Don't confuse him with maths, Pete.  Just run around and enjoy yourself, 

Bob. Look keen, do nowt.  Got that?" 

 "Oh aye. Piece of piss, really.   I'm not always on the ball, but I know how 

to avoid scoring." 

 "Well, not entirely, it would seem," said Manny. "But we'll celebrate that 

goal after we finish celebrating today's glorious defeat." 

  

* * * 

 

 Tudwal 'T' Towell, late of Kirton City and Wales, now manager of AFC 

City of Kirton, blew his streaming nose on the snot-sodden remnant of his 

fourth handkerchief of the day and popped yet another extra strong throat 

sweet into his mouth. Doing his best to look managerial, dignified, or at least 

half-alive, he pushed open the door marked VISITORS' CHANGING.  

 "So remember lads, on no account must we …" 

 Tommy Lowder stopped suddenly, as his team mates responded to the 

visitation with an outbreak if warning coughs. 

 "Oh, hullo there.  Sorry lads, I did knock.  Sounds like you boys aren't too 

well either." 

 "No, no, we're fine.  I think they thought I might be about to give our tactics 

away,"  Tommy assured him nervously.  "Privilege to meet you Mr Towell.  I 

was a big fan back in … er, sorry; what do you mean, 'either'?" 

 "Nice to meet you but don't shake my hand, man.  Keep well away if you 

don't want your guys to go down with it too.  And you won't be needing those 

secret tactics.  I just came to offer my congratulations." 

 "Congratulations?  What for?" asked a confused Bobby Deller, still trying 

to lace his boots. 

 "Duw, hasn't the ref told you yet?" said Towell. "We've had to concede the 

game.  Whole squad's gone down with this bloody lurgi, haven't they?  Most 

of 'em this morning.  Only three able to make it in, and they're coughing and 

sneezing like anything. 'Cumbeslobodian flu' they calls it.  Been spreading 
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around Eastern Europe like wildfire apparently, but it's not reached our shores 

yet — except for an outbreak in bloody Kirton, for some bloody reason.  Don't 

doubt it's going to spoil a lot of people's Christmases.  It's certainly fucked 

ours!  It's not as if I have any idea where this Cumbeslobodia bloody is!" 

 "We do.  Wyberton has the biggest communit…" 

 "Not now, Young Trev," hissed Tommy Lowder, placing himself between 

the know-it-all and the unsuspecting manager. 

 To have been awarded a game they'd planned so meticulously to lose was 

bad enough.  To risk the good people of Kirton finding out about Denny and 

Matros' visit and accuse Spayne of using biological warfare was definitely 

surplus to requirements. 

 

* * * 

 

 As the coach made its stately way back towards Wyberton, most of its 

passengers were in an elated mood, even Bobby Deller. 

 "Told you," said some: "the Gods are smiling on Spayne.  It's in the stars." 

 Even Young Trev's protestations that it was flu, not fate, were greeted with 

good humour. 

 Tommy Lowder was still prophesying doom, but his every protestation was 

drowned out with mocking cries of Woe, Woe and Thrice Woe!  

 Bobby was asking anyone who would listen whether this meant he should 

use the same tactics in the next game or go back to trying to score goals. 

 "We're playing in the big league now, Bobby," Manny told him. "You can 

give it your best shot — without much risk of success!" 

 But in all the mix of emotions, fear and hope, a positive air was uppermost.  

In fact a mood that bordered on optimism, showed a fake passport, crossed 

that border, slipped on a pair of rose-tinted blinkers, and headed straight 

through rashness, careering towards Cloud Cuckoo Land.  As evidence of this, 

consider the joyful chorus that drowned out all further discussion: 

 

 We're on our way to Wembley … 
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Part III 

 

The Jardines and Sarah Cordover 
 
 

 
1 

 
 

 "I don't believe it!"  

 Menzies McBogle did a passable imitation of Richard Wilson's character, 

Victor Meldrew.  This was not because he was in any mood to do such an 

impersonation however, but because, like the actor, he came from Greenock, 

and, like the character, he didn't believe it. 

 "Have ye heard of a soccer team called Spayne Wanderers, Jeremy?" 

 "I know nothing of the game, I'm afraid, Ming. I'm a rugger man, myself.  I 

wouldn't even know which side of the ball to kick." 

 "I believe it's a perfect sphere." 

 "Absolutely; and that's what makes it so difficult!" 

 "Och, ye great fanny!  You and your English humour!" 

 McBogle and Jardine were sitting in an alcove in The          , lunchtime 

haunt of choice for most executives in Wyberton's teeming financial district, 

due to there being no other options close enough to haunt.   

 


